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• ABOUT US •

Dear  
friends,  
colleagues,  
and partners, 
Here comes another year in 
which we have tried to make 
your gardening more pleas-
urable, to make the work 
in your workshop easier, to 
make the housework more 
interesting, and to help you 
with your repairs and crafts-
manship. Therefore, you are 
presented with a new cata-
logue for the season of 2017, 
which includes all of your 
suggestions, comments, ex-
periences you have had with 
our products. This catalogue 
is the way it is because you 
wanted it to be that way. 

Every machine, from 
powerful big machine, to the 
tiniest hand tools is the result 
of a search for the most ad-
vanced solution. A solution 
in every sense: quality, price, 
performance. Because that is 
what Villager stands for. 

To make an informed 
choice, you can find detailed 
information about every ma-
chine, its performance, di-
mensions, parts, power sup-
ply, maintenance, etc.

We are at your service to 
advise you on the proper use, 
choice of the most appropri-
ate machine, safety precau-
tions, the factors affecting 
the results and longevity of 
the product.

The only thing you are re-
quired to do is to let your im-
agination run wild and picture 
your garden, orchard, lawn 
or anything new you are go-
ing to make or repair in your 
workshop. Let us do the rest.

Your Villager® team
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• RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT • DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION • PRODUCTION AND QUALITY CONTROL •

Research and  
Development 

Research and develop-
ment represent a key com-
petitive advantage that has 
made the Villager company 
one of the leading brands of 
garden and power tools in 
Europe.

We are continually com-
mitted to development and 
innovation, and we invest in 
research and development 
on a large scale. We im-
plement the most efficient 
strategy for new product 
development (testing and 
designing products - manu-
facturing  prototypes - qual-
ity control and testing pro-
totypes - pilot production 
- final quality control and 
testing), all of which has en-
abled us to achieve flexible 
constructions and develop-
ment of parts.

Design and  
construction

Market demand analysis 
has allowed us to have gre-
ater insight into types and 
characteristics of products 
our customers require, and 
our design team has been 
trying to meet those de-
mands accordingly. 

We use the most mo-
dern constructing software 
in the process of constructi-
on. They enable us to para-
metrically make changes on 
the product or its parts  and 
to follow the effect of those 
changes live. Besides the 
constructing with the most 
modern software tools, we 
measure and analyse tensi-
on forces in parts and fra-
mes so as to remove all po-
ssible flaws and offer only  
products of top quality to 
the market.

Production and  
quality control

We have reached a high 
level of production quality 
which is healthy and envi-
ronmentally conscious. We 
analyse machine parts and 
frames in a detailed manner 
and in such a way we ensure 
the quality of the product and 
minimise or timely remove all 
the potential flaws. 

We produce machines 
and tools that meet all the 
applicable rules and regula-
tions and standards, by ap-
plying strict quality control.  
More than a million happy 
customers are a sound proof 
that the design and produc-
tion of our products guaran-
tee absolute reliability and 
longevity.
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In order to make  
an informed choice 
when it comes to a lawn 
mower which meets your needs,
you need to take into account the 
following three criteria:

• HOW TO CHOOSE A LAWN MOWER? •

1. THE SIZE OF THE LAWN

The first important criterion in choosing 
the lawn mower is the size of the lawn 
you want to mow. Villager offers a va-
riety of electric, battery-powered and 
light engine-powered lawn mowers for 
mowing small and mid-size lawns up 
to 800sqm. For mid-size to large sur-
faces up to 1500sqm we recommend 
some of the models with a larger width 
(from 46 to 56 cm) with or without addi-
tional functions such as the collector or 
own power supply. For large grass sur-
faces up to 6000 sqm we recommend 
one of the three tractor lawn mowers 
with a large number of attachment tools.

To sum up, size matters.

2. ELECTRIC OR ENGINE-POWERED

The second criterion is the choice of 
the type of engine that drives the lawn. 
If you have a small-surface lawn with-
out too many obstacles for the use of an 
electric cable, then the right choice for 
you would be one of the Villager elec-
tric lawn mowers. If you don’t like the 
noise and the cables, then you should 
opt for the battery-powered lawn mow-
er Villy 4000E. For larger and more 
demanding lawns we warmly recom-
mend of one the engine-powered lawn 
mowers with fuel-driven engines. We 
offer a wide range of powertrains, 
cutting width and additional equip-
ment which will meet the demands 
of the most demanding customers..

Variety is the key.

3. COLLECTING, SIDE 
DISCHARGE OR MULCHING
Most of the Villager lawn mowers are 
equipped with a grass collector, and 
some of them have a mulching set and 
swathe side discharge option. Therefore, 
it is of vital importance whether you want 
your lawn mower to collect the swathe, 
or have a special mulching set which 
turns the swathe into the finest parti-
cles which then fall back onto the lawn. 
In this manner you will get a healthy and 
resistant lawn. If the swathe collection 
is not necessary, and the terrain where 
the lawn is located is not an ideal one, 
then we most warmly recommend of 
the powerful and robust Villager lawn 
mowers with the side discharge option.

The choice is up to you.

HOW TO CHOOSE  
A LAWN MOWER?

Lawn mowers for lawns up to 800 m2

Battery-powered Electric Motor 
Villy 4000 E Villy 1000 E

Villy 1300 E
Villy 1200 P
Villy 1400 P
Villy 1600 P
Villy 1800 P

V 42 T

Lawn mowers for lawns up to 1100 m2

Without a collector With a collector
VS 51 P
VS 51 E
VS 51 T

VRS 460 P
V 460 P
VR 46 E
VR 46 T

V 46 E
V 46 T

Tractor lawn mowers for surfaces up to 6000 m2

Without a collector With a collector
VT 980 VT 1000 HD

VT 840

Lawn mowers for lawns up to 1500 m2

With a collector
VRS 530 H
VRS 510 P
VRS 51 TE
VRS 56 P

VR 51 E
VR 51 T
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• BATTERY-POWERED LAWN MOWER •

EVERYTHING IS UNDER 
CONTROL

Villy 4000 E

Engine type AC induction motor
Battery type Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 40 V / 4 Ah
Battery operating time do 40 min.
Battery charging time 60 min.
Cutting width 370 mm
Lawns to 250 m2

Cutting height from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages, central)
Type of propulsion Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 152 mm / 178 mm
Mower deck Polypropylene
Collector size 40 l
Weight approx. 15.5 kg
Art. no. 046569
EAN no. 8605032605777

Replacement blade (art. no.) 047659
Replacement battery (art. no.) 046570

Features:

Samsung® Li-ion battery
40 V Fast charger

Mowing
Collecting

Black Edition •
For EU market •

Villy 4000 E 40V 4Ah

Li-Ion battery with Samsung cells, light indicator of 
battery level and controller for individual monitoring of 
battery cells.

Villy 4000 E 40V Charger
 
Battery charger 
Villy 4000E battery
The time of charging is 60 minutes. 

Li-Ion batteries are way better than 
the regular batteries. You can check 
the battery level anytime with an easy 
press of the button.  Thanks to Li-Ion 
technology, easy and quick charging 
is now possible at any given time. 
Complete charging of the battery now 
lasts only one hour. The machine now 
has greater autonomy and is always 
ready to operate.
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• BATTERY-POWERED LAWN MOWER •

40 V battery for Villy 4000 E

Battery type Samsung® Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 40 V / 4 Ah
Weight approx. 1.3 kg
Art. no. 046570
EAN no. 8605032605791

Features:
Charge indicator

Monitoring of battery cells 
for longer service life.

Fast charger for Villy 4000 E

Charging time 60 min.
Weight approx. 1.2 kg
Art. no. 046571
EAN no. 8605032605784

Villy 4000 E 
 

An exquisite battery-powered lawn mower, 
characterised by light construction and modern 

design. It is suitable for use in small-surface gardens 
(up to 250 sqm). Induction motor, Li-Ion battery or 
great capacity, central height adjustment are just 
some of the features of this remarkable machine.
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VRS 510 P VRS 460 P V 460 P

Engine type B&S 675 EXI OHV B&S 500 E OHV B&S 450 E OHV
Displacement 163 cm3 140 cm3 125 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2,59 kW / 2800 rpm 1.97 kW / 2900 rpm 1.75 kW / 2900 rpm
Cutting width 510 mm 460 mm 460 mm
Lawns to 1500 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2

Cutting height from 27 to 80 mm (5 stages, central) from 27 to 80 mm (5 stages, central) from 27 to 80 mm (5 stages, central)
Type of propulsion Self-propelled (1 speed) GT Self-propelled (1 speed) GT Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 203 mm / 280 mm 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 254 mm
Mower deck Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Collector size 60 l 60 l 60 l
Weight approx. 34 kg 34 kg 34 kg
Art. no. 041447 041446 041445
EAN no. 8008984513969 8008984514362 8008984514003

Replacement blade (art. no.) 042512 042144 042144

Features:

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Black Edition • • •
For EU market • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

VRS series of lawn mowers is designed for mowing of maintained grass surfaces from 1100 to 1500sqm. The whole series was conceived so as to offer a wide range of 
variations in order to meet the demands of every customer. Depending on the lawn size, angle, and level of maintenance, you can choose between two widths, two types 
of power supply, collecting or discharging swathe. What all three lawn mowers share is the robust and durable frame, equipped with top B&S motors, collectors and a 
mulching set. Top performance and harmonious design make these lawn mowers extremely attractive and efficient in most diverse of lawns. 

• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH COLLECTOR •

WHEN  
MOWING 
TURNS INTO 
PLEASURE

Reliability, robustness and quality...

Powerful   
B&S engines
These engines are characterised by:
  • Higher torque
  • Easy start
  • Less exhaust fumes
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• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH COLLECTOR •

VRS 510 P VRS 460 P V 460 P

Engine type B&S 675 EXI OHV B&S 500 E OHV B&S 450 E OHV
Displacement 163 cm3 140 cm3 125 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2,59 kW / 2800 rpm 1.97 kW / 2900 rpm 1.75 kW / 2900 rpm
Cutting width 510 mm 460 mm 460 mm
Lawns to 1500 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2

Cutting height from 27 to 80 mm (5 stages, central) from 27 to 80 mm (5 stages, central) from 27 to 80 mm (5 stages, central)
Type of propulsion Self-propelled (1 speed) GT Self-propelled (1 speed) GT Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 203 mm / 280 mm 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 254 mm
Mower deck Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Collector size 60 l 60 l 60 l
Weight approx. 34 kg 34 kg 34 kg
Art. no. 041447 041446 041445
EAN no. 8008984513969 8008984514362 8008984514003

Replacement blade (art. no.) 042512 042144 042144

Features:

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Black Edition • • •
For EU market • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

VRS series of lawn mowers is designed for mowing of maintained grass surfaces from 1100 to 1500sqm. The whole series was conceived so as to offer a wide range of 
variations in order to meet the demands of every customer. Depending on the lawn size, angle, and level of maintenance, you can choose between two widths, two types 
of power supply, collecting or discharging swathe. What all three lawn mowers share is the robust and durable frame, equipped with top B&S motors, collectors and a 
mulching set. Top performance and harmonious design make these lawn mowers extremely attractive and efficient in most diverse of lawns. 

ADVANTAGES

  • Robust steel housing
  • Central height adjustment
  • Large wheels with bearings
  • Easy starting
  • Top quality blade

  • Large collector (volume 60 litres)
  • Mulching set
  • Self-propulsion (optional)
  • Side discharge (optional)
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• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH COLLECTOR •

GARDEN 
FLAGSHIP

Villager® VRS 51 TE  is a last generation 
engine-powered lawn mower. While 
designing this unique lawn mower, a 
great care was taken of the smallest 
details, so as to take the customer 
experience to the next level.   Some of 
those details involve: 

• Light and strong housing 
• Powerful and reliable T 575 OHV engine 
• Electric starting of the lawn mower
• Self-propulsion 
• Large width (510mm)
• Large volume collector (60l) 
• Side discharge option 
• Mulching set

VRS 51 TE

Engine type T 575 OHV
Displacement 173 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.0 kW / 2800 rpm
Cutting width 510 mm
Lawns to 1500 m2

Cutting height from 25 to 75 mm (7 stages, central)
Type of propulsion Self-propelled (1 speed) GT
Wheel Ø front / rear 178 mm / 254 mm
Mower deck Steel plate
Collector size 60 l
Weight approx. 42 kg
Art. no. 046567
EAN no. 8605032605753

Replacement blade (art. no.) 040467

Features:

Electro-start
Mowing 

Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge
Black Edition •
For EU market •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Rechargable Li-ion battery for starter

Powerful T 575 OHV engine 

Steel plate housing and mulching blade
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• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH COLLECTOR •

VRS 530 H VRS 56 P

Engine type Honda GCV 160 OHC B&S 675 EX OHV
Displacement 160 cm3 190 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.3 kW / 2800 rpm 2.37 kW / 2800 rpm
Cutting width 525 mm 560 mm
Lawns to 1500 m2 1500 m2

Cutting height from 24.5 to 76.5 mm (6 stages, central) from 15 to 75 mm (5 stages, central)
Type of propulsion Self-propelled (1 speed) GT Self-propelled (4 speed) GT
Wheel Ø front / rear 203 mm / 280 mm 203 mm / 280 mm
Mower deck Steel plate Steel plate
Collector size 65 l 75 l
Weight approx. 36.3 kg 45 kg
Art. no. 046896 029374
EAN no. 8605032606323 8606012805835

Replacement blade (art. no.) 047646 013306

Features:
Mowing 

Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Black Edition • •
For EU market • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

GARDEN 
ARISTOCRACY

When these Villager lawn 
mowers were designed, no 
compromise was made, only 
the best was good enough. A 
high level of functionality and 
powerful engines that drive 
them  (B&S 675 EX OHV and 
Honda GCV 160 OHC) make 
them available for use wherever 
it is needed. The width is 530 
or 560mm. Both models are 
equipped with own power 
supply, large wheels of 8 and 11 
inches, a set for side discharge 
of swathe. Ergonomically 
optimised control levers enable 
easy completion of extensive 
works with next to no effort.
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VR 51 E VR 51 T VR 46 E VR 46 T V 46 E V 46 T V 42 T

Engine type B&S 625 E OHV T 575 OHV B&S 450 E OHV T 475 OHV B&S 450 E OHV T475 OHV T100 OHV
Displacement 150 cm3 173 cm3 125 cm3 139 cm3 125 cm3 139 cm3 100 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2.45 kW / 2800 rpm 3.0 kW/2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm 2.6 kW / 2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm 2.6 kW / 2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm
Cutting width 510 mm 510 mm 460 mm 460 mm 460 mm 460 mm 420 mm
Lawns to 1500 m2 1500 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2 800 m2

Cutting height (central) from 25 to 75 mm (4 stages) from 30 to 75 mm (4 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (6 stages)
Type of propulsion Self-propelled (1 speed) Self-propelled (1 speed) Self-propelled (1 speed) Self-propelled (1 speed) Pushing Pushing Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 152 mm / 178 mm
Mower deck Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Collector size 60 l 60 l 60 l 60 l 60 l 60 l 40 l
Weight approx. 40.5 kg 40.5 kg 32.5 kg 32.8 kg 30.5 kg 34.3 kg 22.5 kg
Art. no. 046577 037875 033920 038404 033919 038403 037889
EAN no. 8605032605845 8605032602172 8606012808133 8605032602165 8606012808126 8605032602158 8605032602240

Replacement blade (art. no.) 040467 040467 037215 037215 037215 037215 040442

Features:
Mowing 

Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge 

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting

Black Edition × × × × × × ×
For EU market • • • • • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

Description
DIY (Do It Yourself) series of lawn mowers perhaps illustrates best the variety of range that Villager offers to its customers. Whether 
you are an ordinary hobby user or a hardcore gardener, this series surely offers something worthy of your attention. Surfaces of 800-
1500sqm, Villager or B&S engines, self-propelled or push drive are just some of the options you can choose from.

DO-IT-
YOURSELF

• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH COLLECTOR •

Garden 
classics
These lawn mowers are characterised by:
  • Easy use
  • High reliability
  • Comprehensive and economical offer

DIY Villager series of lawn 
mowers was designed for 
hobby use. A wide range of 
widths, types or power supply 
and engines will meet the 
demands of every customer.
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• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH COLLECTOR •

ADVANTAGES

  • Steel housing
  • Central height adjustment
  • Wheels with bearings
  • Easy starting
  • Top quality blade

  • Collectors (volume 40 or 60 litres)
  • Self-propulsion (optional)
  • Side discharge (optional)

VR 51 E VR 51 T VR 46 E VR 46 T V 46 E V 46 T V 42 T

Engine type B&S 625 E OHV T 575 OHV B&S 450 E OHV T 475 OHV B&S 450 E OHV T475 OHV T100 OHV
Displacement 150 cm3 173 cm3 125 cm3 139 cm3 125 cm3 139 cm3 100 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2.45 kW / 2800 rpm 3.0 kW/2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm 2.6 kW / 2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm 2.6 kW / 2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm
Cutting width 510 mm 510 mm 460 mm 460 mm 460 mm 460 mm 420 mm
Lawns to 1500 m2 1500 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2 800 m2

Cutting height (central) from 25 to 75 mm (4 stages) from 30 to 75 mm (4 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (5 stages) from 25 to 75 mm (6 stages)
Type of propulsion Self-propelled (1 speed) Self-propelled (1 speed) Self-propelled (1 speed) Self-propelled (1 speed) Pushing Pushing Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 178 mm / 203 mm 152 mm / 178 mm
Mower deck Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Collector size 60 l 60 l 60 l 60 l 60 l 60 l 40 l
Weight approx. 40.5 kg 40.5 kg 32.5 kg 32.8 kg 30.5 kg 34.3 kg 22.5 kg
Art. no. 046577 037875 033920 038404 033919 038403 037889
EAN no. 8605032605845 8605032602172 8606012808133 8605032602165 8606012808126 8605032602158 8605032602240

Replacement blade (art. no.) 040467 040467 037215 037215 037215 037215 040442

Features:
Mowing 

Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge 

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Side discharge

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting
Mulching

Mowing 
Collecting

Black Edition × × × × × × ×
For EU market • • • • • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

Description
DIY (Do It Yourself) series of lawn mowers perhaps illustrates best the variety of range that Villager offers to its customers. Whether 
you are an ordinary hobby user or a hardcore gardener, this series surely offers something worthy of your attention. Surfaces of 800-
1500sqm, Villager or B&S engines, self-propelled or push drive are just some of the options you can choose from.
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• ENGINE-POWERED LAWN MOWERS WITH SIDE DISCHARGE •

VS 51 P VS 51 E VS 51 T

Engine type B&S 300 E OHV B&S 450 E OHV T475 OHV
Displacement 125 cm3 125 cm3 139 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm 1.7 kW / 2800 rpm 2.6 kW / 2800 rpm
Cutting width 508 mm 510 mm 510 mm
Lawns to 1100 m2 1100 m2 1100 m2

Cutting height from 24.5 to 76.5 mm (6 stages, central) from 30 to 75 mm (3 stages) from 30 to 75 mm (3 stages)
Type of propulsion Pushing Pushing Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 178 mm / 254 mm 178 mm / 178 mm 178 mm / 178 mm
Mower deck Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Weight approx. 23.9 kg 20.5 kg 27.5 kg
Art. no. 046895 033918 033917
EAN no. 8605032606316 8606012808119 8606012808102

Replacement blade (art. no.) 047640 023448 023448
Features: Side discharge

Mulching
Side discharge Side discharge

Black Edition • × ×
For EU market • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

Uneven terrain and frequent collector emptying are the main obstacles when it comes to working with collectors in lawns 
which are not mowed very often (technical parts of the garden, orchards, etc.) For that purpose, Villager offers you three light 
models of engine-powered lawn mowers with the side discharge of swathe option. Light and agile, equipped with Villager and 
B&S engines, these lawn mowers will easily complete any challenge they are presented with.

LIGHT AND 
STRONG
Villager®  
lawn mowers with 
side discharge are 
intended for use on 
terrains which do 
not require swathe 
collection. Light, agile, 
collapsible as they 
are, they represent an 
excellent solution for 
maintaining all sorts of 
grass surfaces. 

ADVANTAGES

  • Steel housing
  • Height adjustment
  • Wheels with bearings
  • Easy starting
  • Top quality blade

  • Side discharge
  • Cutting width (510 mm)
  • Easy to transport and store
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• SCARIFIER •

VAS 1300

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 1300 W
Working width 320 mm
Working height / depth 200 mm (from -100 mm to +100 mm)
Suiting radne visine / dubine 5 stages, central
Type of propulsion Pushing

Roller type
Scarifying roller  

Aerator roller
Mower deck Polypropylene
Collector size 30 l
Weight approx. 20 kg
Art. no. 033878
EAN no. 8606012808003

Replacement blade (art. no.) 036561

Features:
Scarifying
Aerating

Collecting
Black Edition ×
For EU market ×

A PERFECT 
LAWN

Villager®  
Green

This lawn improver is equipped with a 
1300W engine which drives two-functi-
onal 32cm wide combined aerator cylin-
der (rake) for quick removal of dead gra-
ss, weed and other waste. Using the height 
adjustment spiky cylinder just once a 
month will result in larger space for gra-
ss growth thanks to improved penetration 
of water, feed, seed and oxygen, stronger 
roots and prevention of fern-leaf weed. In 
just a year, you will be amazed at the im-
provement your lawn has shown.

EASY 
REPLACEMENT
You can easily and quickly replace the 
tools on your VAS 1300. Whether you 
need an aerator cylinder or spiky cyl-
inder, you can do the replacement in a 
few moves.

Villager® Green is the orga-
nic-non-organic NPK liquid 
fertilizer intended for the nutri-
tion of leafy decorative plants, 
ficus, dieffenbachia, philoden-
dron, croton and other leafy 
plants. NPK elements conta-
ined in this product stimulate 
the growth of the leaf mass. 
By using this feed you will get 
a healthy and vital leaf mass of 
intensive chlorophyll.  The or-
ganic component (humic acid) 
intensifies the intake of the 
feed, vitality of plants and their 
tolerance to stressful conditi-
ons. VILLAGER GREEN is used 
from the beginning to the end 
of vegetation period, by wate-
ring according to the directions 
attached to the product. Du-
ring the dormancy period, feed 
the plants only once a month. 

Use: During the intensive vege-
tation period once in 10-14 days 

Dosage: Mix the volume of the 
marked part of the fertilizer 
doser with 5 litres of water and 
water the plants. 
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Villy 1800 P Villy 1600 P Villy 1400 P Villy 1200 P Villy 1300 E Villy 1000 E

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor AC induction motor AC induction motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 1800 W 1600 W 1400 W 1200 W 1300 W 1000 W
Cutting width 420 mm 380 mm 340 mm 320 mm 380 mm 305 mm
Lawns to 800 m2 600 m2 500 m2  400m2 600 m2 300 m2

Cutting height from 25 to 85 mm (7 stages, central) from 25 to 65 mm (5 stages, central) from 25 to 65 mm (5 stages, central) from 20 to 60 mm (3 stages) from 25 to 55 mm (3 stages, central) from 25 to 55 mm (3 stages)
Type of propulsion Pushing Pushing Pushing Pushing Pushing Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 160 mm / 210 mm 140 mm / 180 mm 140 mm / 160 mm 140 mm / 140 mm 140 mm / 155 mm 140 mm / 170 mm
Mower deck Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene
Collector size 50 l 45 l 35 l 26 l 35 l 28 l
Weight approx. 19.2 kg 14 kg 12 kg 9 kg 12.5 kg 10 kg
Art. no. 041404 030092 030091 033467 016998 016997
EAN no. 8605032603520 8606012806375 8606012806368 8606012807815 8606012800953 8606012800946

Replacement blade (art. no.) 043653 032860 032832 036748 018123 018122

Features:
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Black Edition • • • • × ×
For EU market • • • • • •

Description

The characteristic all of our electric lawn mowers share is their unique effecti-
veness in small grass surfaces where there is an access to electricity network. 
Light polypropylene housing, grass collectors, height adjustment are just some of 
the features of these agile machines.

• ELECTRIC LAWN MOWERS •

SMALL AND 
POWERFUL
Villager® electric lawn 
mowers are intended for 
maintaining small-surface 
lawns from 300sqm to 
800sqm. They are easy 
to use in urban areas, 
thanks to the low level of 
noise they produce. Light 
and compact, they are 
easy to store in the winter.

RELIABILITY AND 
LIGHTNESS 
Electric lawn mowers are characterised by:
  • Light frame
  • Reliable electric engines
  • Longevity 
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• ELECTRIC LAWN MOWERS •

Villy 1800 P Villy 1600 P Villy 1400 P Villy 1200 P Villy 1300 E Villy 1000 E

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor AC induction motor AC induction motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 1800 W 1600 W 1400 W 1200 W 1300 W 1000 W
Cutting width 420 mm 380 mm 340 mm 320 mm 380 mm 305 mm
Lawns to 800 m2 600 m2 500 m2  400m2 600 m2 300 m2

Cutting height from 25 to 85 mm (7 stages, central) from 25 to 65 mm (5 stages, central) from 25 to 65 mm (5 stages, central) from 20 to 60 mm (3 stages) from 25 to 55 mm (3 stages, central) from 25 to 55 mm (3 stages)
Type of propulsion Pushing Pushing Pushing Pushing Pushing Pushing
Wheel Ø front / rear 160 mm / 210 mm 140 mm / 180 mm 140 mm / 160 mm 140 mm / 140 mm 140 mm / 155 mm 140 mm / 170 mm
Mower deck Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene Polypropylene
Collector size 50 l 45 l 35 l 26 l 35 l 28 l
Weight approx. 19.2 kg 14 kg 12 kg 9 kg 12.5 kg 10 kg
Art. no. 041404 030092 030091 033467 016998 016997
EAN no. 8605032603520 8606012806375 8606012806368 8606012807815 8606012800953 8606012800946

Replacement blade (art. no.) 043653 032860 032832 036748 018123 018122

Features:
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Mowing 

Collecting
Black Edition • • • • × ×
For EU market • • • • • •

Description

The characteristic all of our electric lawn mowers share is their unique effecti-
veness in small grass surfaces where there is an access to electricity network. 
Light polypropylene housing, grass collectors, height adjustment are just some of 
the features of these agile machines. ADVANTAGES

 • Light frame
 • Comfortable handlebars
 • Handlebar height adjustment (optional)
 • Cutting hight adjustment
 • Collectors (volume from 28 to 50 litres) 
 • Indicator for the fullness of the collector (optional) 
 • AC induction motor (optional)
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• TRACTOR LAWN MOWERS •

VT 1000 HD VT 840 VT 980

Engine type B&S series 4 POWERBUILT 4165 AVS B&S series 3 POWERBUILT 3130 AVS B&S series 3 POWERBUILT 3125
Displacement 500 cm3 344 cm3 344 cm3

Max. engine power / rpm 12.1 kW / 3600 rpm 9.9 kW / 3600 rpm 9.2 kW / 3600 rpm
Cutting width 980 mm 840 mm 980 mm
Lawns to 6000 m2 5000 m2 5000 m2

Cutting height from 25 to 80 mm (7 stages, central) from 25 to 80 mm (7 stages, central) from 25 to 80 mm (7 stages, central)
Blade type Double blade Double blade Double blade
Blade housing Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Transmission type / number of speeds Hydrostatic transmisin Manuel / 5 forward, 1 back Manuel / 5 forward, 1 back
Wheel Ø front / rear 380 mm / 457 mm 330 mm / 457 mm 330 mm / 457 mm

Equipment

Electromagnetic clutch
Safety switch under seat

Safety bumper
Head lights

Electromagnetic clutch
Safety switch under seat

Safety bumper
Head lights

Electromagnetic clutch
Safety switch under seat

Safety bumper
Head lights

Collector size 240 l 200 l ×
Weight approx. 202 kg 160 kg 165 kg
Art. no. 040942 029384 029385
EAN no. 8605032603179 8606012805972 8606012805989

Features:
Mulching

Washing link
Fast collector discharge handle

Mulching
Washing link

Mulching
Side discharge
Washing link

For EU market • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

VT 1000 HD is a tractor lawn mower intended for 
mowing large-sized lawns (over 6000 sqm). A power-
ful B&S motor and hydraulic transmission guarantee 
top quality and reliability of this exquisite product. 
Accessories and attachments make this tractor lawn 
mower a remarkable multifunctional machine.

VT 840 is a tractor lawn mower intended for mowing 
maintained lawns (size 5000 sqm). Accessories and 
attachments turn this tractor lawn mower into an 
amazing multifunctional tool for maintaining parks 
and outdoor sports fields, such as golf courses and 
football pitches.

VT 980 is a tractor lawn mower intended for mowing 
maintained lawns (size 5000 sqm). This tractor lawn 
mower is used for maintaining grass surfaces with 
long mowing intervals. Side discharge option makes 
it suitable for tall and thick grass. 

COMFORT  
AND EFFICIENCY

Villager tractor lawn mowers were 
designed for use in large grass surfaces 
such as parks, sports fields, etc. They 
are equipped with powerful B&S motors, 
double knives (width from 840mm to 
980mm) and a wide range of accessories, 
which all makes them perfect to turn 
mowing into pleasure.

Villager tractor lawn mowers are 
equipped with a double knife in the steel 
housing.

Controls on the Villager tractor lawn 
mowers are very comfortable and 
intuitively arranged to make the use of the 
mower easier. 

ADVANTAGES
 • Easy mowing of large surfaces 
 • Easy controlling 
 • Comfortable ergonomic seat 
 • Mowing height adjustment 
 • Collectors of large volume (optional) 
 • A wide range of attachments (optional) 
 • Easy starting with an electric start 
 • Small turning radius 
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• TRACTOR LAWN MOWERS •

VT 1000 HD VT 840 VT 980

Engine type B&S series 4 POWERBUILT 4165 AVS B&S series 3 POWERBUILT 3130 AVS B&S series 3 POWERBUILT 3125
Displacement 500 cm3 344 cm3 344 cm3

Max. engine power / rpm 12.1 kW / 3600 rpm 9.9 kW / 3600 rpm 9.2 kW / 3600 rpm
Cutting width 980 mm 840 mm 980 mm
Lawns to 6000 m2 5000 m2 5000 m2

Cutting height from 25 to 80 mm (7 stages, central) from 25 to 80 mm (7 stages, central) from 25 to 80 mm (7 stages, central)
Blade type Double blade Double blade Double blade
Blade housing Steel plate Steel plate Steel plate
Transmission type / number of speeds Hydrostatic transmisin Manuel / 5 forward, 1 back Manuel / 5 forward, 1 back
Wheel Ø front / rear 380 mm / 457 mm 330 mm / 457 mm 330 mm / 457 mm

Equipment

Electromagnetic clutch
Safety switch under seat

Safety bumper
Head lights

Electromagnetic clutch
Safety switch under seat

Safety bumper
Head lights

Electromagnetic clutch
Safety switch under seat

Safety bumper
Head lights

Collector size 240 l 200 l ×
Weight approx. 202 kg 160 kg 165 kg
Art. no. 040942 029384 029385
EAN no. 8605032603179 8606012805972 8606012805989

Features:
Mulching

Washing link
Fast collector discharge handle

Mulching
Washing link

Mulching
Side discharge
Washing link

For EU market • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

VT 1000 HD is a tractor lawn mower intended for 
mowing large-sized lawns (over 6000 sqm). A power-
ful B&S motor and hydraulic transmission guarantee 
top quality and reliability of this exquisite product. 
Accessories and attachments make this tractor lawn 
mower a remarkable multifunctional machine.

VT 840 is a tractor lawn mower intended for mowing 
maintained lawns (size 5000 sqm). Accessories and 
attachments turn this tractor lawn mower into an 
amazing multifunctional tool for maintaining parks 
and outdoor sports fields, such as golf courses and 
football pitches.

VT 980 is a tractor lawn mower intended for mowing 
maintained lawns (size 5000 sqm). This tractor lawn 
mower is used for maintaining grass surfaces with 
long mowing intervals. Side discharge option makes 
it suitable for tall and thick grass. 

Foot control 
pedal for 
hydrostatic 
transmission

Hand control 
pedal for 
manual 
transmission

Hand control 
pedal for 
manual 
transmission
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• TRACTOR LAWN MOWERS ACCESSOPRIES•

Collector Trailer Cylinder Atomiser Mulching set 
for VT 980

Mulching set 
for VT 840

Description Designed especially 
for Villager VT 1000 
HD. Excellent for 
grass and leaves 
collection.  

corrosion-resistant, 
very light and com-
pact.

Easily assem-
bled to the tractor. 
Maximum weight 
is 114kg. Width is 
60cm.

Atomiser has volu-
me of 40 litres with 
the option of granu-
lation adjustment. 
Range is 250cm.

Quick conversion to 
the mulching fun-
ction

Quick conversion to 
the mulching func-
tion

Art. no. 041563 033870 033872 033871 035212 041561

Mulching set 
for VT 1000 HD

Trailer hitch Deflector Snow chains Snow plow Battery  
charger

Description Quick conversion to 
the mulching func-
tion

A part which is nec-
essary if you want 
to use any of the 
attachments.

Designed for trac-
tors with collectors. 
It is assembled 
instead of the col-
lector.

Made of galvanised 
steel. Compati-
ble with 457 mm 
wheels.

An exquisite attach-
ment, extremely 
useful in the winter. 
Width is 120cm.

Helps maintaining 
the optimal battery 
level when the tra-
ctor lawn mower is 
not used for a long 
time. 

Art. no. 041562 033868 044929 033873 033874 042468

VT 1000 HD
An all year round help

B&S series 4 POWERBUILT 4165 AVS

a powerful single-cylinder four-stroke 
engine, volume 500 cm3, power 

12.1kW at 3600rpm and high torque - 
28.7 Nm at 3600rpm

Head lights

for high visibility 
 in unlit surfaces 

Alterable bumper

for easy attachment  
assembling 

Double blade in steel housing

width 980mm

Hydrostatic transmisin

mechanical set of hydraulic pump and 
engine in the same housing 

Collector

volume 240l  
with an unloading ramp

Large diameter wheels

front wheel diameter 380 mm 
rear wheel diameter 457 mm

Ergonomic seat

for easy work



Neglected and weedy surfaces with undergrowth

Maintained grass surfaces

Neglected and weedy grass surfaces
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In order to choose a trimmer 
suited to your needs, it is 
necessary to look through the 
following three criteria:

• HOW TO CHOOSE A TRIMMER? •

1. ELECTRIC OR FUEL-DRIVEN 

The first important criterion in the choi-
ce of a trimmer or scythe is whether you 
want a motor or an electric drive. Both 
have their advantages and therefore, 
there is not one correct answer. If you 
live in an urban environment where you 
maintain a small surface while having 
an access to power supply at any given 
time, and you dislike noise - then the Vi-
llager electric trimmers are the perfect 
choice for you. If you plan on maintaining 
more demanding surfaces, which are 
less maintained, then the perfect choice 
is one of the brush cutters of different 
power and intended use.

The choice is up to you. 

3. THE FREQUENCY OF USE. 

The frequency of use of the trimmer or 
brush cutter is a very important criterion 
when choosing one. If you plan to main-
tain your property several times during 
the season, then we recommend one of 
the orange hobby trimmers. On the ot-
her hand, if you are a hardcore gardener 
who spends hours maintaining grass and 
undergrowth and weeding, then the best 
choice for you would be one of the power-
ful brush cutters from the black edition 
series. The difference between the black 
and orange series is not only the colour, 
but also a range of technical solutions, 
choice of components and materials, etc. 

Black or orange - that is the question! 

2. INTENDED USE

The intended use and the manner of use 
of a scythe or a trimmer will have a great 
role in determining your choice.  If you 
plan to maintain neglected large spaces 
for hours then you should consider purc-
hasing one of the backpack trimmers. If 
you plan to use the trimmer in your garden 
only, then try a model with a loop handle-
bar and a regular strap. Finally, if you are 
an advanced user who is not stopped by 
the obstacles such as the undergrowth, 
then you should consider purchasing one 
the more powerful trimmers with a 'bi-
cycle' handlebar, professional strap, or 
maybe even an anti-vibration system.

The choice is yours. 

HOW TO  
CHOOSE  
A TRIMMER?

Electric Engine-powered
VET 550 P

ET 555
VET 350 P

ET 355

BC 270 PE
BC 26 ES
BC 900 S

Electric Engine-powered
ET 1000 BCM 48 BPE

BBC 52 PE
BC 43 EB
BC 43 ES

BC 33 ESB
BC 1250 S

Engine-powered
BCM 48 XCE
BCM 43 XCE

BC 2700 XCE
BC 2100 XC
BC 1900 PE
BC 1250 PE

BC 52 EB
BC 1900 S
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTERS •

BCM 48 BPE BCM 48 XCE BCM 43 XCE

Engine type Mitsubishi TLE48 Mitsubishi TLE48 Mitsubishi TLE43
Displacement 47.1 cm3 47.1 cm3 42.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.76 kW / 11000 rpm 1.76 kW / 11000 rpm 1.25 kW / 11500 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm
Transmission Type Drive-shaft and cord Drive-shaft Drive-shaft
Handlebar type Aluminum / detachable Aluminum Aluminum
Handlebar diameter 26 mm 28 mm 28 mm
Auxiliary handle Loop handle Bike handle Bike handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness
Weight approx. 10.8 kg 8.85 kg 8.24 kg
Art. no. 046521 046520 046519
EAN no. 8605032605746 8605032605739 8605032605715

Replacement head (art. no.) 046932 046932 046932

Features:

Mitsubishi Strato Charged engine technology
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Villager® BC174 trimmer head
Back-pack model

Mitsubishi Strato Charged engine technology
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Villager® BC174 trimmer head

Mitsubishi Strato Charged engine technology
Super Start TM

Villager® BC174 trimmer head

Black Edition • • •
For EU market • • ×

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil (50:1 ratio, 2 per cent)

Description

Villager BCM 48 BPE is a professional backpack bru-
sh cutter of the latest generation. Mitsubishi TLE48 
two-stroke engine that drives this scythe was atte-
sted to over 200 hours of full load, which means that 
this scythe will ensure years of comfortable and relia-
ble work in all sorts of conditions.

Villager BCN 48 XCE is a professional brush cutter 
of the latest generation. It has a 'bicycle' handlebar. 
Anti-vibration system in 4 spots, adjustable handle-
bar, professional strap for carrying and a Mitsubi-
shi TLE48 two-stroke engine are just some of the 
characteristics of this extraordinary brush cutter. 

Villager BCM 43 XCE is the smallest brush cutter of 
this range. Light, agile and equipped with the Mit-
subishi TLE43 engine, it is designed for work in all 
sorts of conditions.

THE  
FAR EAST 
EXPERIENCE

In cooperation with Mitsubishi, Villager 
developed a new series of brush 
cutters intended for professional use. 
The development and production of 
these extraordinary machines involves 
implementation of the cutting-edge 
technology, primarily when it comes to 
two-stroke engines. Mitsubishi Strato 
Charged two-stroke engines of the 
TLE series abound in technical and 
technological achievements of the latest 
generation. Some of them include:

• Low emission of exhaust fumes, with 
the aim of environmental protection.

• Super-low fuel consumption (up to 35 
per cent lower when compared with the 
machines of the previous generation)

•Increased engine output ( 10 per 
cent larger than the machines of the 
previous generation), aimed at more 
efficient work and better customer 
experience.

Super Start TM

The use of this starter ensures 30 per 
cent less force to start the engine. 

Anti Vibration System TM

An advanced system of levers 
which absorb engine vibrations, 
therefore making the work more 
comfortable.

BC174

Villager® BC 174 nylon head
Diameter 130mm,  
reel capacity 12 m 2.4mm.
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTER •

BCM 48 BPE BCM 48 XCE BCM 43 XCE

Engine type Mitsubishi TLE48 Mitsubishi TLE48 Mitsubishi TLE43
Displacement 47.1 cm3 47.1 cm3 42.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.76 kW / 11000 rpm 1.76 kW / 11000 rpm 1.25 kW / 11500 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm
Transmission Type Drive-shaft and cord Drive-shaft Drive-shaft
Handlebar type Aluminum / detachable Aluminum Aluminum
Handlebar diameter 26 mm 28 mm 28 mm
Auxiliary handle Loop handle Bike handle Bike handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness
Weight approx. 10.8 kg 8.85 kg 8.24 kg
Art. no. 046521 046520 046519
EAN no. 8605032605746 8605032605739 8605032605715

Replacement head (art. no.) 046932 046932 046932

Features:

Mitsubishi Strato Charged engine technology
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Villager® BC174 trimmer head
Back-pack model

Mitsubishi Strato Charged engine technology
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Villager® BC174 trimmer head

Mitsubishi Strato Charged engine technology
Super Start TM

Villager® BC174 trimmer head

Black Edition • • •
For EU market • • ×

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil (50:1 ratio, 2 per cent)

Description

Villager BCM 48 BPE is a professional backpack bru-
sh cutter of the latest generation. Mitsubishi TLE48 
two-stroke engine that drives this scythe was atte-
sted to over 200 hours of full load, which means that 
this scythe will ensure years of comfortable and relia-
ble work in all sorts of conditions.

Villager BCN 48 XCE is a professional brush cutter 
of the latest generation. It has a 'bicycle' handlebar. 
Anti-vibration system in 4 spots, adjustable handle-
bar, professional strap for carrying and a Mitsubi-
shi TLE48 two-stroke engine are just some of the 
characteristics of this extraordinary brush cutter. 

Villager BCM 43 XCE is the smallest brush cutter of 
this range. Light, agile and equipped with the Mit-
subishi TLE43 engine, it is designed for work in all 
sorts of conditions.

BC174 BC174 BC174
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTERS •

BC 2700 XCE BC 2100 XC BC 1900 PE BC 1250 PE BC 270 PE

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled Mitsubishi TLE27FD 
Displacement 46.5 cm3 51.7 cm3 51.7 cm3 42.7 cm3 25.6 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.95 kW / 10500 rpm 1.5 kW / 9500 rpm 1.3 kW / 9600 rpm 1.25 kW / 9600 rpm 0.8 kW / 8100 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 460 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm
Transmission Type Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft
Handlebar type Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum
Handlebar diameter 28 mm 28 mm 28 mm 28 mm 26 mm
Auxiliary handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle Loop handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Single harness
Weight approx. 8.65 kg 8.7 kg 8.6 kg 7.7 kg 6.1 kg
Art. no. 046518 033478 046574 046573 041591
EAN no. 8605032605715 8606012807846 8605032605814 8605032605807 8605032603889

Replacement head (art. no.) 044903 034023 046933 046933 028041

Features:
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Oregon® SpeedLoadTM

Walbro TM carburetor
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Villager® VH14PRO 
Cirkular 24 tooth (60 Mn)

Super Start TM

NGK® spark plug
Digital RPM limiter

Forged piston ring (CrMoTi)

Super Start TM

NGK® spark plug
Digital RPM limiter

Forged piston ring (CrMoTi)

Mitsubishi Strato Charged  
engine technology

Black Edition • • • • •
For EU market • × • • •

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

BC 2700XCE is the strongest brush cutter of the 
Villager range. With the extraordinary power 
of 2kW and an Oregon SpeedLoad head (easy 
string replacement without the head removal). 
Anti-vibration system at 4 spots and a comfor-
table professional strap will ensure hours of in-
tensive work without tiring..

BC 2100 XC is a brush cutter intended 
for intensive use in difficult conditions. 
It is very powerful and durable, always 
on top of the game. It is also the only 
Villager model equipped with the cir-
cular saw for cutting trees of smaller 
diameter.

BC 1900 PE and BC 1250 PE are brush cutters designed for 'hardcore' gardeners. 
In order to meet all the expectations of the most demanding customers, we imple-
mented the most advanced engineering solutions into the design of these scythes. 
Some of those solutions involve: wrought piston rings made of CrMoTl alloy, digital 
limiter of the number of revolutions, piston with a ceramic perforation, etc. The Vi-
llager professional strap will make the work extremely comfortable and efficient, 
while adhering to all the safety rules.

BC 270 PE is a light brush cutter equi-
pped with Mitsubishi TLE27FD engine. 
This scythe is special because it comes 
with a professional gearshift attested 
to 200 hours of work at full load.

Gator®SpeedloadTM

PERFORMANCES 
WITHOUT 
COMPROMISE
Villager Black Edition range of brush 
cutters offers advances performances, 
comfortable work, quality and longevity. 
The whole range is optimised so as to 
offer the best solution for every customer, 
depending on the type and intended use. 

If you require brutal force, robustness and 
comfort, you should opt for the unrivalled 
BC 2700 XCE and a somewhat weaker BC 
2100 XC.

If you value agility and precision, the best 
choice for you is BC 1900 PE and BC 1240 PE. 

There is a light model with a Mitsubishi 
engine and a loop handlebar, intended for 
less demanding tasks - it is the BC 270 PE.
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTER •

BC 2700 XCE BC 2100 XC BC 1900 PE BC 1250 PE BC 270 PE

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled Mitsubishi TLE27FD 
Displacement 46.5 cm3 51.7 cm3 51.7 cm3 42.7 cm3 25.6 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.95 kW / 10500 rpm 1.5 kW / 9500 rpm 1.3 kW / 9600 rpm 1.25 kW / 9600 rpm 0.8 kW / 8100 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 460 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm
Transmission Type Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft
Handlebar type Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum
Handlebar diameter 28 mm 28 mm 28 mm 28 mm 26 mm
Auxiliary handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle Loop handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Single harness
Weight approx. 8.65 kg 8.7 kg 8.6 kg 7.7 kg 6.1 kg
Art. no. 046518 033478 046574 046573 041591
EAN no. 8605032605715 8606012807846 8605032605814 8605032605807 8605032603889

Replacement head (art. no.) 044903 034023 046933 046933 028041

Features:
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Oregon® SpeedLoadTM

Walbro TM carburetor
Antivibration System

Super Start TM

Villager® VH14PRO 
Cirkular 24 tooth (60 Mn)

Super Start TM

NGK® spark plug
Digital RPM limiter

Forged piston ring (CrMoTi)

Super Start TM

NGK® spark plug
Digital RPM limiter

Forged piston ring (CrMoTi)

Mitsubishi Strato Charged  
engine technology

Black Edition • • • • •
For EU market • × • • •

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

BC 2700XCE is the strongest brush cutter of the 
Villager range. With the extraordinary power 
of 2kW and an Oregon SpeedLoad head (easy 
string replacement without the head removal). 
Anti-vibration system at 4 spots and a comfor-
table professional strap will ensure hours of in-
tensive work without tiring..

BC 2100 XC is a brush cutter intended 
for intensive use in difficult conditions. 
It is very powerful and durable, always 
on top of the game. It is also the only 
Villager model equipped with the cir-
cular saw for cutting trees of smaller 
diameter.

BC 1900 PE and BC 1250 PE are brush cutters designed for 'hardcore' gardeners. 
In order to meet all the expectations of the most demanding customers, we imple-
mented the most advanced engineering solutions into the design of these scythes. 
Some of those solutions involve: wrought piston rings made of CrMoTl alloy, digital 
limiter of the number of revolutions, piston with a ceramic perforation, etc. The Vi-
llager professional strap will make the work extremely comfortable and efficient, 
while adhering to all the safety rules.

BC 270 PE is a light brush cutter equi-
pped with Mitsubishi TLE27FD engine. 
This scythe is special because it comes 
with a professional gearshift attested 
to 200 hours of work at full load.
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTERS •

BBC 52 E BC 52 EB BC 43 EB BC 33 ESB BC 43 ES BC 26 ES

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 51.7 cm3 51.7 cm3 42.7 cm3 32.6 cm3 42.7 cm3 25.4 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.3 kW / 7800 rpm 1.3 kW / 7800 rpm 1.1 kW / 7800 rpm 0.9 kW / 7000 rpm 1.1 kW / 7800 rpm 0.75 kW / 8400 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 380 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm ×
Transmission Type Drive-shaft and cord Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Cord
Handlebar type Aluminum / detachable Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum / detachable Aluminum / detachable Aluminum / detachable
Handlebar diameter 26 mm 28 mm 28 mm 26 mm 28 mm 26 mm
Auxiliary handle Loop handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle Loop handle Loop handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Single harness Single harness
Weight approx. 11.9 kg 8.5 kg 8.4 kg 7.9 kg 6 kg 5.7 kg
Art. no. 041590 046576 041589 041588 046730 041587
EAN no. 8605032603872 8605032603872 8605032603865 8605032603858 8605032606156 8605032603841

Replacement head (art. no.) 046933 046933 046933 028041 028041 042149

Features:
Antivibration System

Back-pack model
Eco friendly model Eco friendly model

Eco friendly model
Split model

Eco friendly model
Split model

Eco friendly model
Split model

Black Edition • • • • • •
For EU market • • • • • •

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

The orange range of Villager brush cutters perhaps best illustrates our variety of offer. 
Depending on your needs, we can offer you standard or backpack models, a wide 
range of engines of different power and volume, divisible or non-divisible PTO tubing, 
bicycle or loop handlebars, standard or professional straps, etc.

SOMETHING  
FOR  
EVERYONE
DIY (Do-It-Yourself) range 
of Villager trimmers was 
designed for hobby users. 
A wide range of models 
will meet the needs of all 
customers.
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTER •

BBC 52 E BC 52 EB BC 43 EB BC 33 ESB BC 43 ES BC 26 ES

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 51.7 cm3 51.7 cm3 42.7 cm3 32.6 cm3 42.7 cm3 25.4 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.3 kW / 7800 rpm 1.3 kW / 7800 rpm 1.1 kW / 7800 rpm 0.9 kW / 7000 rpm 1.1 kW / 7800 rpm 0.75 kW / 8400 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 430 mm 380 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm ×
Transmission Type Drive-shaft and cord Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Cord
Handlebar type Aluminum / detachable Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum / detachable Aluminum / detachable Aluminum / detachable
Handlebar diameter 26 mm 28 mm 28 mm 26 mm 28 mm 26 mm
Auxiliary handle Loop handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle Loop handle Loop handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness Single harness Single harness
Weight approx. 11.9 kg 8.5 kg 8.4 kg 7.9 kg 6 kg 5.7 kg
Art. no. 041590 046576 041589 041588 046730 041587
EAN no. 8605032603872 8605032603872 8605032603865 8605032603858 8605032606156 8605032603841

Replacement head (art. no.) 046933 046933 046933 028041 028041 042149

Features:
Antivibration System

Back-pack model
Eco friendly model Eco friendly model

Eco friendly model
Split model

Eco friendly model
Split model

Eco friendly model
Split model

Black Edition • • • • • •
For EU market • • • • • •

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

The orange range of Villager brush cutters perhaps best illustrates our variety of offer. 
Depending on your needs, we can offer you standard or backpack models, a wide 
range of engines of different power and volume, divisible or non-divisible PTO tubing, 
bicycle or loop handlebars, standard or professional straps, etc.

ADVANTAGES • Light aluminium frame
• Handlebar angle adjustment (Optional)
• Alterability of cutting tools (optional)
• Professional harness (optional)
• Multifunctional handle
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• PETROL BRUSH CUTTERS •

BC 1900 S BC 1250 S BC 900 S

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 51.7 cm3 42.7 cm3 32.6 cm3

Engine power / rpm 1.4 kW / 7800 rpm 1.25 kW / 7800 rpm 0.9 kW / 7800 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 415 mm 415 mm 415 mm
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm 255 mm 255 mm
Transmission Type Drive-shaft Drive-shaft Drive-shaft
Handlebar type Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum
Handlebar diameter 28 mm 28 mm 28 mm
Auxiliary handle Bike handle Bike handle Bike handle
Harness type Professional harness Professional harness Professional harness
Weight approx. 7.7 kg 7.7 kg 7 kg
Art. no. 020238 018390 009047
EAN no. 8606102570421 8606104032514 8606012802872

Replacement head (art. no.) 028041 028041 028041

Features: Basic model
Basic model
Best seller

Basic model

Black Edition × × ×
For EU market × × ×

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

BC 1900S, BC 1250S and BC 900S belong to the Basic range of Villager motor scythes. All three models have identical fra-
mes (PTO, PTO tubing, gearshift, handlebar, strap,  nylon head, three-way knife, etc.) which enables using the same parts 
and easy maintenance. The only that sets the apart is the engine that drives them. The shortest description of BC 1900S, BC 
1250S and BC 900S would be: "Availability, reliability and simplicity".

AFFORDABILITY, 
RELIABILITY AND 
SIMPLICITY

This is the Basic range of 
Villager motor scythes. Hav-
ing been in the market for 
many years, it has found it 
way to the heart of dozens 
of thousands of satisfied 
customers. We can proudly 
say that the road to success 
of our brand was paved by 
these motor scythes. All 
three models offer maxi-
mum performances while 
remaining highly affordable. 
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• ELECTRIC TRIMMERS •

EASY,  
FAST,  
NEAT

Villager electric trimmers 
are excellent for maintaining 
grass surfaces that cannot 
be reached by a lawn mower. 
Their configuration and small 
dimensions make them 
easy to reach inaccessible 
surfaces. They are ideal 
for work in noise sensitive 
areas. Maintain your garden 
in an easy, fast and neat 
manner by using one of the 
Villager electric trimmers.

VET 550 P VET 350 P

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 550 W 350 W
Idle speed 10000 rpm 11000 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 300 mm 250mm
Nylon Ø 2 mm 2 mm
Handlebar type Telescopic, adjustable Telescopic, adjustable
Weight approx. 2.9 kg 2 kg
Art. no. 033276 033275
EAN no. 8606012807693 8606012807686
Replacement head (art. no.) 037443 037430

Features:
Rotating handle (180°)

Rotating head (90°)
Limiter for plants

Rotating head (90°)
Limiter for plants

Black Edition • •
For EU market • •

ET 1000 ET 555 ET 355

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 1000 W 550 W 350 W
Idle speed 7500 rpm 11000 rpm 12000 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 350 mm 270 mm 250 mm
Nylon Ø 2 mm  1.5 mm 1.3 mm
Handlebar type Telescopic, adjustable Telescopic, adjustable Telescopic, adjustable
Weight approx. 4.9 kg 2.95 kg 2.2 kg
Art. no. 023437 046738 046737
EAN no. 8606012803459 8605032606200 8605032606194
Replacement head (art. no.) 036673 048132 048133

Features:
Detachable telescopic  

handlebar

Rotating handle (180°)
Rotating head (90°)
Limiter for plants

Rotating handle (180°) 
Telescopic handlebar

Black Edition × × ×
For EU market • • •
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• MULTIFUNCTIONAL TRIMMERS •

MBC 33 E MBC 1000 XC

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 32.6 cm3 25.4 cm3

Engine power / rpm 0.9 kW / 7000 rpm 0.75 kW / 3400 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 430 mm ×
Cutting width (blade) 255 mm ×
Hedge trimmer attachment length 400 mm (rotating, 180°) 395 mm (rotating, 180°)
Pruner attachment length 250 mm 250 mm
Gude bar Oregon® 25 cm, 3/8, 1.3 mm Oregon® 25 cm, 3/8, 1.3 mm
Chain 20 teeth, 3/8, 1.3 mm 20 teeth, 3/8, 1.3 mm
Extension type Telescopic handlebar Telescopic handlebar
Extension lenght  760 mm 500 mm / 1000 mm
Handlebar type Aluminum / detachable Aluminum / detachable
Handlebar diameter 26 mm 26 mm
Auxiliary handle Loop handle Loop handle
Harness type Single harness Single harness
Weight approx. 7.8 kg 7.5 kg
Art. no. 046575 035023
EAN no. 8605032605821 8606012808867

Features: Eco friendly model
Champion® spark plug

Super Start TM

Black Edition × •
For EU market • ×

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

We present you two multifunctional tools which will make performing a large number of household tasks a lot 
easier. MBC 1000 XC comes in a set with a telescopic chainsaw and a hedge trimmer. Telescopic extensions are 
bought separately (the number of the product for 100cm is 038029, for 50cm it is 038028). MBC 33E comes in 
a set with a telescopic chainsaw, motor scythe, hedge trimmer and a telescopic extension.

THE MORE,  
THE BETTER!

If you need a motor scythe, 
telescopic chainsaw and a 
hedge trimmer, then make 
sure to look for one of the 
Villager multifunctional 
trimmers.
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• HEDGE TRIMMERS •

VHPT 25 VHPT 25 E

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 24.5 cm3 24.5 cm3

Engine power / rpm 0.85 kW / 9500 rpm 0.85 kW / 9500 rpm
Blade lenght 610 mm 610 mm
Cutting lenght 550 mm 550 mm
Blade type Counter-rotating, double Counter-rotating, double
Cutting diameter up to 20 mm up to 20 mm
Tooth size 35 mm 35 mm
Auxiliary handle Rotating handle Rotating handle
Weight approx. 5.5 kg 5.5 kg
Art. no. 027952 037979
EAN no. 8606012804678 8605032602318

Replacement blade (art. no.) 036899

Features:
Antivibration System
Professional blade

Rotating handle

Black Edition × ×
For EU market × •

VHT 710 P VHT 500

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 710 W 500 W
Idle speed 3200 rpm 3000 rpm
Blade lenght 600 mm 460 mm
Blade type Counter-rotating, double Counter-rotating, double
Cutting diameter up to 24 mm up to 20 mm
Auxiliary handle Rotating handle Classic handle
Weight approx. 3 kg 2.8 kg
Art. no. 033491 033492
EAN no. 8606012807877 8606012807860

Replacement blade (art. no.) 036668 036635

Features:

Electric brake
Aluminum blade holder

Tip protection
Rotating handle

Electric brake

Black Edition • ×
For EU market • •

HEDGE  
TRIMMERS

Light, comfortable and powerful, they 
will enable you to maintain the hedge 
with ease.
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• BATTERY-POWERED HEDGE TRIMMERS •

VCHT 18-15 Garden Set

Battery type Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 18 V / 1.5 Ah
Battery operating time up to 30 min.
Battery charging time 1 h
Blade lenght 450 mm
Blade type Counter-rotating, double
Cutting diameter 12 mm
Tooth size 15 mm
Auxiliary handle Classic handle
Weight approx. 2.3 kg
Art. no. 029366
EAN no. 8606012805729

Replacement battery (art. no.) 029370

Features:

Samsung® Li-ion battery
Electric brake
Tip protection

*Available in set with grass trimmer VCGT 18-15
Black Edition × Art. no. 029369
For EU market • EAN no. 8606012805866

VCS 7.2

Battery type Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 7.2V / 1.5 Ah
Battery operating time do 40 min.
Battery charging time from 3 to 5 h
Trimmer blade lenght 128 mm
Cutting width 100 mm
Weight approx. 0.55 kg
Art. no. 046669
EAN no. 8605032605968

Replacement trimmer blade (art. no.) 048134
Replacement scissors blade (art. no.) 048135

Features:

Light construction
Easy blade change

2 functions (cutting and trimming)
Battery charge indicator

Black Edition ×
For EU market •

Description
Light battery scissors with two types of cutting tools. 
Equipped with Li-Ion battery, they offer great auto-
nomy in work.

BATTERY-
POWERED HEDGE 
TRIMMERS

Light, comfortable and powerful, they 
will enable you to maintain the hedge 
with ease.
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• HOW TO CHOOSE A CHAINSAW? •

In order to choose a chainsaw 
that suits your needs, you 
need to consider the following 
criteria:

1. ELECTRIC OR MOTOR

The first important criterion when cho-
osing a chainsaw is whether you want an 
engine or electric drive. Both have their 
advantages, so there is not one correct 
answer. If you live in an urban area, and 
you plan to use the chainsaw for cutting 
small firewood, while having an access 
to power supply at all times, then Villager 
electric chainsaw are the perfect soluti-
on for you. If you plan to cut trees and 
prepare firewood and construction tim-
ber, then we can offer you a wide range 
of motor chainsaws with different power 
and intended use.

You choose! 

3. FREQUENCY OF USE 

The frequency of use of a chainsaw is a 
very important factor to consider before 
purchase. If you plan to use it several ti-
mes a season, then we recommend one 
of the chainsaws from the orange hobby 
range. On the other hand, if you are a 
hardcore forester who spends hours in 
felling, pruning and cutting trees, then 
one of the powerful black edition chain-
saws is a perfect choice for you. Black 
and orange ranges not only differ in co-
lour, but also in a range of technical so-
lutions, choice of components and ma-
terials, etc. 

Black or orange?

2. INTENDED USE 

Intended use and the manner in which 
you use the chainsaw determine your 
choice to a great extent. If you plan to 
fell trees of larger diameter and height, 
then you should consider purchasing a 
motor chainsaw of large power, with a 
long sword. If you plan to prepare firewo-
od, you can choose one of the chain-
saws with two-handed grip and shorted 
sword. If you plan to prune trees and cut 
firewood of smaller diameter, then we 
recommend chainsaws with one-han-
ded grip. 

The choice is yours. 

HOW TO CHOOSE A CHAINSAW?
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• PETROL CHAINSAWAS •

VGS 5032 PE VGS 4125 PE VGS 620 S

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 50.9 cm3 41.4 cm3 62 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2.2 kW / 12000 rpm 1.85 kW / 12000 rpm 3 kW / 11000 rpm
Guide bar length 450 mm 400 mm 450 mm
Guide bar model Speed Cut; 45 cm; 325; 1.3 mm Micro-lite; 40 cm; 325; 1.3 mm Pro Am; 45 cm; 3/8; 1.5 mm
Tooth number 36 33 34
Chain model 95TXL072E; 325; 1.3 mm 95VPX066E; 325; 1.3 mm 73LPX068E; 3/8; 1.5 mm
Fuel tank capacity 550 ml 550 ml 570 ml
Oil tank capacity 260 ml 260 ml 350 ml
Weight approx. 5.1 kg 5 kg 5.8 kg
Art. no. 046461 046460 044516
EAN no. 8605032605586 8605032605579 8605032605135

Replacement guide bar (art. no.) 046908 048158 023874
Replacement chain (art. no.) 046910 048137 023866

Features:

Antivibration System
Super StartTM

Champion® spark plug
Walbro® carburetor

Oregon® Speed CutTM

Antivibration System
Champion® spark plug

Walbro® carburetor
Oregon® Micro-liteTM

Decompressor
Antivibration System
Walbro® carburetor
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Black Edition • • ×
For EU market • • ×

Recommendation Use Villager 2T oil and Villager mineral oil for lubrication of cutting tools with the additive for longer retention

Description VGS 5032 PE is an extraordinary motor chainsaw 
from the black range, made according to the highest 
standards. It is characterised by an excellent design, 
small weight and comfort. Equipped with a powerful 
2.2kW engine, it carries a 450mm long cutting appa-
ratus (Oregon sword and a Speedcut range chain of 
the latest generation) with ease. It is a very powerful 
chainsaw for high demands and extreme loads. The 
low level of vibrations ensures comfortable work.

VGS 4125 PE is a motor chainsaw from the black line, 
designed so as to meet the highest standards. It is 
characterised by an excellent design, small weight 
and comfort. Equipped with a powerful 1.85 kW en-
gine, it carries a 400mm long cutting apparatus (Ore-
gon sword and a Microlite range chain of the latest 
generation) with ease.

VGS 620S is the most powerful Villager chainsaw. 
With its extraordinary 3kW engine, it cuts through the 
toughest wood easily and it is a perfect choice for the 
most demanding of customers. Paired with an Ore-
gon Pro Am cutting apparatus, it will make every task 
easy. A favourable ratio of mass and power will en-
sure maximum performance without tiring the user. 

Anti Vibration System TM

The advanced system of springs 
absorbs the engine vibrations, thus 
making the work more comfortable.

Super Start TM

Using this starter ensures 30 per cent 
less force for starting the engine.

Decompressor
The advanced system of starting 
which reduces the force needed for 
starting the motor.

FOR EVERY 
OCCASION
Villager® petrol chainsaw range offers 
advanced performances, comfortable 
work and longevity. The whole range was 
optimised so as to offer the best solution 
to every customer, depending on the type 
and the intended use.
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• PETROL CHAINSAWAS •

VGS 5032 PE VGS 4125 PE VGS 620 S

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 50.9 cm3 41.4 cm3 62 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2.2 kW / 12000 rpm 1.85 kW / 12000 rpm 3 kW / 11000 rpm
Guide bar length 450 mm 400 mm 450 mm
Guide bar model Speed Cut; 45 cm; 325; 1.3 mm Micro-lite; 40 cm; 325; 1.3 mm Pro Am; 45 cm; 3/8; 1.5 mm
Tooth number 36 33 34
Chain model 95TXL072E; 325; 1.3 mm 95VPX066E; 325; 1.3 mm 73LPX068E; 3/8; 1.5 mm
Fuel tank capacity 550 ml 550 ml 570 ml
Oil tank capacity 260 ml 260 ml 350 ml
Weight approx. 5.1 kg 5 kg 5.8 kg
Art. no. 046461 046460 044516
EAN no. 8605032605586 8605032605579 8605032605135

Replacement guide bar (art. no.) 046908 048158 023874
Replacement chain (art. no.) 046910 048137 023866

Features:

Antivibration System
Super StartTM

Champion® spark plug
Walbro® carburetor

Oregon® Speed CutTM

Antivibration System
Champion® spark plug

Walbro® carburetor
Oregon® Micro-liteTM

Decompressor
Antivibration System
Walbro® carburetor
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Black Edition • • ×
For EU market • • ×

Recommendation Use Villager 2T oil and Villager mineral oil for lubrication of cutting tools with the additive for longer retention

Description VGS 5032 PE is an extraordinary motor chainsaw 
from the black range, made according to the highest 
standards. It is characterised by an excellent design, 
small weight and comfort. Equipped with a powerful 
2.2kW engine, it carries a 450mm long cutting appa-
ratus (Oregon sword and a Speedcut range chain of 
the latest generation) with ease. It is a very powerful 
chainsaw for high demands and extreme loads. The 
low level of vibrations ensures comfortable work.

VGS 4125 PE is a motor chainsaw from the black line, 
designed so as to meet the highest standards. It is 
characterised by an excellent design, small weight 
and comfort. Equipped with a powerful 1.85 kW en-
gine, it carries a 400mm long cutting apparatus (Ore-
gon sword and a Microlite range chain of the latest 
generation) with ease.

VGS 620S is the most powerful Villager chainsaw. 
With its extraordinary 3kW engine, it cuts through the 
toughest wood easily and it is a perfect choice for the 
most demanding of customers. Paired with an Ore-
gon Pro Am cutting apparatus, it will make every task 
easy. A favourable ratio of mass and power will en-
sure maximum performance without tiring the user. 

SpeedCutTM
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• PETROL CHAINSAWAS •

VGS 560 E VGS 560 S VGS 500 S VGS 460 E VGS 460 S VGS 410 S VGS 380 E VGS 380 S VGS 260 S

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled, EURO 2* 2-stroke, air cooled EURO 2*
Displacement 56 cm3 49.3 cm3 45 cm3 40.1 cm3 37.2 cm3 25.4 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2.35 kW / 11000 rpm 2.2 kW / 11000 rpm 1.7 kW / 11000 rpm 1.5 kW / 11000 rpm 1.2 kW / 11000 rpm 0.9 kW / 11000 rpm
Guide bar length 450 mm 400 mm 350 mm 300 mm
Guide bar model Pro Am; 45 cm; 325; 1.5 mm Double Guard; 40 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm Double Guard; 35 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm Double Guard; 35 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Tooth number 36 28.5 26.5 22.5
Chain model 21BPX072E; 325; 1.5 mm 91P053E; 3/8; 1.3 mm 91P053E; 3/8; 1.3 mm 91P045E; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Fuel tank capacity 550 ml 390 ml 230 ml
Oil tank capacity 260 ml 210 ml 160 ml
Weight approx. 5.2 kg 5.1 kg 5 kg 4.72 kg 4.7 kg 3.2 kg
Art. no. 046736 041692 041691 046735 041690 041689 046734 041688 041687
EAN no. 860503260187 8605032603995 8605032603988 8605032606170 8605032603971 8605032603964 8605032606163 8605032603957 8605032603940

Replacement guide bar (art. no.) 023873 023880 023877 025708
Replacement chain (art. no.) 023862 037705 028037 028802

Features:
Antivibration System
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Antivibration System
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Antivibration System
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Antivibration System
Super StartTM

Oregon® Double GuardTM

Antivibration System
Super StartTM

Oregon® Double GuardTM

Antivibration System
Oregon® Double GuardTM

Black Edition × × × × × × × × ×
For EU market • × × • × × • × ×

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent). Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description This range of chainsaws was designed for private users and craftsmen. Chainsaws from the orange range are suitable for: preparation of 
firewood; maintaining property, cutting construction timber, cutting branches and treetops and other works in agriculture and forestry.

Remarks * EURO 2 sign is for E models
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• PETROL CHAINSAWAS •

VGS 560 E VGS 560 S VGS 500 S VGS 460 E VGS 460 S VGS 410 S VGS 380 E VGS 380 S VGS 260 S

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled, EURO 2* 2-stroke, air cooled EURO 2*
Displacement 56 cm3 49.3 cm3 45 cm3 40.1 cm3 37.2 cm3 25.4 cm3

Engine power / rpm 2.35 kW / 11000 rpm 2.2 kW / 11000 rpm 1.7 kW / 11000 rpm 1.5 kW / 11000 rpm 1.2 kW / 11000 rpm 0.9 kW / 11000 rpm
Guide bar length 450 mm 400 mm 350 mm 300 mm
Guide bar model Pro Am; 45 cm; 325; 1.5 mm Double Guard; 40 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm Double Guard; 35 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm Double Guard; 35 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Tooth number 36 28.5 26.5 22.5
Chain model 21BPX072E; 325; 1.5 mm 91P053E; 3/8; 1.3 mm 91P053E; 3/8; 1.3 mm 91P045E; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Fuel tank capacity 550 ml 390 ml 230 ml
Oil tank capacity 260 ml 210 ml 160 ml
Weight approx. 5.2 kg 5.1 kg 5 kg 4.72 kg 4.7 kg 3.2 kg
Art. no. 046736 041692 041691 046735 041690 041689 046734 041688 041687
EAN no. 860503260187 8605032603995 8605032603988 8605032606170 8605032603971 8605032603964 8605032606163 8605032603957 8605032603940

Replacement guide bar (art. no.) 023873 023880 023877 025708
Replacement chain (art. no.) 023862 037705 028037 028802

Features:
Antivibration System
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Antivibration System
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Antivibration System
Oregon® Pro AmTM

Antivibration System
Super StartTM

Oregon® Double GuardTM

Antivibration System
Super StartTM

Oregon® Double GuardTM

Antivibration System
Oregon® Double GuardTM

Black Edition × × × × × × × × ×
For EU market • × × • × × • × ×

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent). Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description This range of chainsaws was designed for private users and craftsmen. Chainsaws from the orange range are suitable for: preparation of 
firewood; maintaining property, cutting construction timber, cutting branches and treetops and other works in agriculture and forestry.

Remarks * EURO 2 sign is for E models

Anti Vibration System TM

An advanced system of springs that 
absorb engine vibrations, thus making 
work more comfortable.

Primer bulb
Fuel pump for easier  
starting of the chainsaw.

Super Start TM

Using this starter ensures 30 per 
cent less force needed to start the 
chainsaw.
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• ELECTRIC CHAINSAWS • CONSUMABLES FOR CHAINSAW •

VET 2000 P VET 2035

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 2000 W 2000 W
Guide bar length 400 mm 350 mm
Guide bar model Oregon® 35 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm Oregon® 35 cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Tooth number 28.5 26
Chain model Oregon®; 3/8; 1.3 mm Oregon®; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Chain speed 13.5 m/s 13.1 m/s
Oil tank capacity 200 ml 200 ml
Weight approx. 5.7 kg 5.3 kg
Art. no. 038172 040412
EAN no. 8606012807693 8605032603094

Replacement guide bar (art. no.) 023877 023877
Replacement chain (art. no.) 028037 028037
Features: Oil level indicator Oil level indicator
Black Edition • ×
For EU market • •

Recommendation Use Villager oil for cutting apparatus lubrication.

Description Light and comfortable, these electric chainsaws are an excellent solution for housework. 
Driven by powerful electric engines, they are characterised by a large cutting capacity.

ELECTRIC 
CHAINSAWS

Consumables for Villager® chainsaws
Chainsaw Guide bar Chain Rasp 

Model Art. no. Model Step Art. no. Model Art. no.
VET 2000 P 160SDEA041 - Double Guard; 40cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm 023877 91P057E - 28.5 teeth 3/8; 1.3 mm 037705 5/32 - 4 mm 023893
VET 2035 140SDEA041 - Double Guard; 35cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm 023877 91P052E - 26 teeth 3/8; 1.3 mm 023853 5/32 - 4 mm 023893
VGS 260 S 120SDEA041 - Double Guard; 30cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm 025708 91P045E - 22.5 teeth 3/8; 1.3 mm 028802 5/32 - 4 mm 023893
VGS 380 S 140SDEA041 - Double Guard; 35cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm 023877 91P053E - 26.5 teeth 3/8; 1.3 mm 028037 5/32 - 4 mm 023893
VGS 380 E 140SDEA041 - Double Guard; 35cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm 023877 91P053E - 26.5 teeth 3/8; 1.3 mm 028037 5/32 - 4 mm 023893
VGS 410S 160SDEA041 - Double Guard; 40cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm 023880 91P057E - 28.5 teeth 3/8; 1.3 mm 037705 5/32 - 4 mm 023893
VGS 460 S 188PXBK095 - Pro Am; 45cm; 325; 1.5 mm 023873 21BPX072E - 36 teeth 325; 1.5 mm 023862 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895
VGS 460 E 188PXBK095 - Pro Am; 45cm; 325; 1.5 mm 023873 21BPX072E - 36 teeth 325; 1.5 mm 023862 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895
VGS 500 S 188PXBK095 - Pro Am; 45cm; 325; 1.5 mm 023873 21BPX072E - 36 teeth 325; 1.5 mm 023862 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895
VGS 560 S 188PXBK095 - Pro Am; 45cm; 325; 1.5 mm 023873 21BPX072E - 36 teeth 325; 1.5 mm 023862 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895
VGS 560 E 188PXBK095 - Pro Am; 45cm; 325; 1.5 mm 023873 21BPX072E - 36 teeth 325; 1.5 mm 023862 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895
VGS 620 S 188SFHD009 - Pro Am; 45 cm; 3/8; 1.5 mm 023874 73LPX068E - 34 teeth 3/8; 1.5 mm 023866 7/32 - 5.5mm 023896
VGS 4125 PE 160MLBK041 - Micro-lite; 40 cm; 325; 1.3 mm 048158 95VPX066E - 33 teeth 325; 1.3 mm 048137 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895
VGS 5032 PE 180TXLBK095 - Speed Cut; 45 cm; 325; 1.3 mm 046908 95TXL072E - 36 teeth 325; 1.3 mm 046910 3/16 - 4.8 mm 023895

Oregon® Power SharpTM for Villager® chainsaws
Electric chainsaw Petrol chainsaw
Model Model Art. no. Model Model Art. no.
VET 1800 P 542310 - PS52E 23901 23911 VGS 380 S 542310 - PS52E 23901 23911
VET 2000 542310 - PS52E 23901 23911 VGS 380 E 542310 - PS52E 23901 23911
VET 2035 542310 - PS52E 23901 23911 VGS 410 S 542314 - PS56E 23903 23914
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• CHARACTERISTICS OF OREGON® CUTTING APPARATUS •

Characteristics of Oregon chains

Technology Line Description

 Full Chisel LPX chain range, series 20 LPX and 70 LPX. Up to 125% harder than usual alloys 

Full Chisel LPX chain range, series 20 LPX and 70 LPX.
All Oregon chisel (sharp, square-shaped) chains have witness marks on upper 
plate. These marks show the optimal angle of the upper plate and help with correct 
sharpening of the chain. 

Semi Chisel 91 VXL range
Chamfer Chisel 91 PX range 

Full Chisel LPX chains range, series 20 LPX and 70 LPX

Vibe-Ban is a characteristic of vibration reduction, built into almost all Oregon 
chains. It reduces vibrations transmitted onto hands of the chainsaw user, thus 
improving safety and enabling longer cutting work. 

Semi Chisel 91 VXL range 
Chamfer Chisel 91 PX range 

Full Chisel LPX chains, series 20 LPX and 70 LPX

Lubri-Link is a small hole on a female coupling which retains the oil so as to lubri-
cate  mobile parts of the chain. This characteristic also increased the hardness of 
the female coupling design.

Multi Cut Semi Chisel 91 VXL range  
Full Chisel LPX chains, series 20 LPX and 70 LPX

Lubri-Well helps carry the oil along the length of the sword. It increases lubrica-
tion in the zones of increased wearing around the sprocket wheel on the top and 
between the chain sides and the sword groove.

Multi-Cut Semi Chisel 91 VXL range 
Full Chisel LPX chains, series 20 LPX and 70 LPX

Multi-Cut™ is a special chrome coating  designed for big load and cutting in very 
dirty and abrasive conditions. 

Chamfer Chisel 91 PX range Chamfer Chisel is a construction of double cutting angle which enables extraordi-
nary performance, endurance and easy maintenance.

95 VPX 325 Micro-Lite range
Micro-Lite family of chains contains our most efficient tooth design which consu-
mes less power from your chainsaw, thus increasing the cutting speed and perfor-
mance. Improve performances of every chainsaw!

91 Power Sharp system range

 Power-Sharp easy-to-use, precise system of sharpening which enables chainsaw 
sharpening in just a few seconds with an accessory. Swords with a Power-Sharp 
logo have openings for holding the Power-Sharp sharpener, which is assembled 
onto the sword.

325 SpeedCutTM
95 TXL 325 SpeedCut range

SpeedCut is a new generation of chains with a narrow groove. The newest tooth 
design consumes less chainsaw power which increases the speed and performan-
ce. Speedcut is a substitute for what was once known as a Microlite chain (95VPX).

Characteristics of Oregon swords

Technology Line Description

Power-Match
Lubri-Jet is an angled oil opening which injects oil into the chain during the cutting 
process so as to improve lubrication. Thanks to this solution, there is less risk of 
oil opening obstruction.

Power-Match
Pro-Lite
Pro-Am

Lubri-Dam is an obstacle-dam, made to keep the chain in the sword so as the 
grease is collected dispersed around the chain and the sword, as soon as it leaves 
each operating link.

Pro-Am
Pro-Lite

Double-Guard

Micro-Lite cutting system with a narrow cut increases cutting efficiency and de-
mand less chainsaw power than the standard cutting systems. 

Double-Guard

Power-Sharp easy-to-use, precise system of sharpening which enables chainsaw 
sharpening in just a few seconds with an accessory. Swords with a Power-Sharp 
logo have openings for holding the Power-Sharp sharpener, which is assembled 
onto the sword.

SpeedcutTM

Speedcut (Narrow Kerf) is a cutting system with a narrow cut which increases cu-
tting efficiency and demands significantly less chainsaw power than the standards 
cutting systems. Aluminium core reduces the weight of the sword considerably and 
thus enables easy maneuvering while working. 
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• 5 IN 1 ELECTRIC SET •

ONE  
FOR ALL

Villager 5 in 1 multifunctional machine 
is a set of 5 garden tools necessary for 
household maintenance. EMT 5 in 1 
consists of five elements which easily 
turn into a grass trimmer, hedge trimmer, 
telescopic hedge trimmer, electric 
chainsaw and a telescopic chainsaw.

Villager 5 in 1 electric set consists of 5 
components: 
• comfortable handlebar with a switch, 
• telescopic tube 
• electric chainsaw head 
• hedge trimmer head 
• grass trimmer head.

EMT CSH 5 in 1 chainsaw

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 750 W
Guide bar length 300 mm
Guide bar model Double Guard; 30cm; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Tooth number 22.5
Chain model 91P045E; 3/8; 1.3 mm
Chain speed 11 m/s
Oil tank capacity 40 ml
Weight approx. 4.6 kg (5.5 kg)

EMT HTH 5 in 1 hedge trimmer

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 550 W
Idle speed 1600 rpm
Blade lenght 440 mm
Blade type Counter-rotating, double
Cutting diameter 20 mm
Weight approx. 3.5 kg (5.0 kg)

EMT GTH 5 in 1 grass trimmer

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 380 W
Idle speed 7500 rpm
Cutting width (nylon) 330 mm
Nylon Ø do 2 mm
Weight approx. 4.0 kg

Art. no. 046445
EAN no. 8605032606910
Black Edition ×
For EU market •

1. Electric chainsaw

2. Telescopic electric chainsaw 

5. Grass trimmer

3. Hedge trimmer

4. Telescopic hedge trimmer 
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• VERTICAL LOG SPLITTERS •

LS 6 T LS 8 T

Engine type Single-phase electric motor Single-phase electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 3000 W 3000 W
Splitting foce 6 t 8 t
Log capacity 106 cm (58 cm / 77 cm / 106 cm) 135 cm (59 cm / 88 cm / 135 cm)
Max. log diameter 400 mm 400 mm
Blade type Single blade and cross blade Single blade and cross blade
Oil tank capacity 4 l 4 l
Weight approx. 96 kg 125 kg
Art. no. 019454 040432
EAN no. 8606012801813 8605032603100

Replacement blade (art. no.) 031977 031981

Features:
Basic model

Mobile and compact
Basic model

Mobile and compact

Black Edition × ×
For EU market • •

Recommendation Adhere the safety rules and regulations.

Description
Villager log splitters are always ready for action in the areas where the power supply is accessible. With their 
compact design, and two hard rubber wheels, they are easy to transport and prepare for work in a very short 
time.

VERTICAL  
LOG SPLITTERS

Villager range of vertical log splitters offers 
several models of different splitting force, 
and different capacities, made for different 
log length and diameter. It is up to you to 
choose a model most suited to your needs.

Cross bladeCross blade
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• VERTICAL LOG SPLITTERS •

LS 12 T LSP 13 T

Engine type Three-phase electric motor Three-phase electric motor
Voltage 400 V ~ 50 Hz 400 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 4000 W 4500 W
Splitting foce 12 t 13 t
Log capacity 135 cm (62 cm / 80 cm / 135 cm) 110 cm
Max. log diameter 400 mm 400 mm
Blade type Single blade and cross blade Single blade and cross blade
Oil tank capacity 6 l 8 l
Weight approx. 180 kg 254 kg
Art. no. 027242 037229
EAN no. 8606012807631 8605032601694

Replacement blade (art. no.) 027371 ×

Features:
Robust construction
Mobile and compact

Robust construction
Mobile and compact
For advanced users

Black Edition × ×
For EU market • •

Recommendation Adhere the safety rules and regulations.

Description

Robust Villager log splitters have a top quality hydraulic system for greater log splitting power. This hydraulic system of 
perfect dimensions, coupled with an optimal oil flow, ensures continuous work without overheating. The blade is espe-
cially designed so as to achieve better splitting exploitation with different wood properties. All Villager log splitters are 
designed so as to give the user easy access while performing different operations, while retaining a high level of safety.

Cross bladeCross blade
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• HOW TO CHOOSE A TILLER? •

In order to choose a tiller 
according to your needs, you 
need to answer the following 
three questions:

1. ELECTRIC OR FUEL-DRIVEN

The first important criterion when cho-
osing a cultivator is whether you want an 
engine or electric drive. Both have their 
advantages, so there is not one correct 
answer. If you cultivate smaller surfaces, 
hothouses or greenhouses while having 
access to power supply at any given 
time, then Villager electric cultivators are 
the perfect choice for you. If you plan to 
cultivate large outdoor surfaces, then we 
can offer you a wide range of fuel-driven 
cultivators with different power, equip-
ment and width.

The choice is up to you. 

3. FREQUENCY OF USE

The frequency of use of a cultivator is a 
very important criterion when purcha-
sing one. If you plan to use it several ti-
mes a season, then we recommend one 
of the orange range cultivators. On the 
other hand, if you are a professional who 
spends hours working with the cultiva-
tor, then you should opt for one of the po-
werful black edition cultivators. Orange 
and black editions are set apart not only 
by the colour, but also a range of techni-
cal solutions, choice of components and 
materials, etc.

Black or orange?

2. INTENDED USE

The intended use and the manner of use 
determine your choice to a great extent. 
If you plan to cultivate smaller, easily ac-
cessible surfaces - then cultivators wi-
thout driven wheels and with smaller 
width are the right choice for you. If 
you are a serious agricultural producer 
and you plan to cultivate large surfaces 
which are not near each other, we can 
offer you models of greater strength and 
width, with driven wheels and equipped 
with several attachments.

Strength and functionality.

HOW TO CHOOSE A TILLER?
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Variable-frequency drive

a mechanical set for automatic reg-
ulation of the change of number of 
revolutions per minute, depending 
on the load

• TILLERS •

POWERFUL 
GARDENERS
Villager has developed a new range 
of fuel-driven cultivators designed for 
professional use. The development 
and production of these extraordinary 
machines involves implementation of 
latest technology, primarily in the field of 
demanding portable power systems. 

Villager variable-frequency drive is the 
latest type of drive for cultivators.  This 
type of drive is characterised by:

• Automatic change of number of 
revolutions depending on the cultivator 
load and the digging depth.

• A wide rotating range of the shaft 
which drives the excavators and 
moves in the range of 28 to 164 rpm

• Optional manual adjustment of the 
number of revolutions per minute with 
a control lever placed on the cultivator 
handlebar.

VTB 888 V VTB 660 P

Engine type Rato R 210 Rato R 180
Displacement 212 cm3 179 cm3

Engine power / rpm 4.2 kW / 3600 rpm 3.5 kW / 3600 rpm
Working width 850 mm 600 mm
Number of blades 6 (Ø 320 mm) 4 (Ø 320 mm)
Optional set of accessories • ×
Transmission type Variable transmission* Belt and chain
Speeds (forward) 2 1
Speeds (back) 1 1
Weight approx. 60 kg 53 kg
Art. no. 040664 041583
EAN no. 8605032603117 8605032603834

Replacement tools (art. no.) 041282 / 041281 / 041283 ×

Features:
Variable-frequency drive

Adjustable handle
6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
4 standard blades, 2 discs

Black Edition • •
For EU market • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

Villager VTB 888 V is a light fuel-driven cultivator of 
the latest generation. Strong and robust, it is a per-
fect choice for a farmer. Equipped with a powerful R 
210 engine and a variable-frequency drive, it can ea-
sily drive a set of 6 excavators of 850mm width. 
You can purchase a set of attachments with your VTB 
888 V, and thus get an extraordinary agricultural mul-
tifunctional machine.

Villager VTB 660P is a light fuel-driven cultivator of 
the latest generation. Compact and agile, it is ex-
cellent for cultivating mid-size surfaces. It is equ-
ipped with an R 180 engine and a highly efficient 
transmission which drive a set of 4 600mm-wide ex-
cavators.
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• TILLERS •

VTB 888 V VTB 660 P

Engine type Rato R 210 Rato R 180
Displacement 212 cm3 179 cm3

Engine power / rpm 4.2 kW / 3600 rpm 3.5 kW / 3600 rpm
Working width 850 mm 600 mm
Number of blades 6 (Ø 320 mm) 4 (Ø 320 mm)
Optional set of accessories • ×
Transmission type Variable transmission* Belt and chain
Speeds (forward) 2 1
Speeds (back) 1 1
Weight approx. 60 kg 53 kg
Art. no. 040664 041583
EAN no. 8605032603117 8605032603834

Replacement tools (art. no.) 041282 / 041281 / 041283 ×

Features:
Variable-frequency drive

Adjustable handle
6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
4 standard blades, 2 discs

Black Edition • •
For EU market • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

Villager VTB 888 V is a light fuel-driven cultivator of 
the latest generation. Strong and robust, it is a per-
fect choice for a farmer. Equipped with a powerful R 
210 engine and a variable-frequency drive, it can ea-
sily drive a set of 6 excavators of 850mm width. 
You can purchase a set of attachments with your VTB 
888 V, and thus get an extraordinary agricultural mul-
tifunctional machine.

Villager VTB 660P is a light fuel-driven cultivator of 
the latest generation. Compact and agile, it is ex-
cellent for cultivating mid-size surfaces. It is equ-
ipped with an R 180 engine and a highly efficient 
transmission which drive a set of 4 600mm-wide ex-
cavators.

Set of accessories for VTB 888 V

Transport wheels
Metal wheels

Plow for potato extraction
Plow

Rut plow
Weight

Art. no. 041930
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• TILLERS •

VTB 852 VTB 851 VTB 900 Eco VTB 600 VTB 370

Engine type Villager® VGR 250 H Villager® VGR 250 H B&S 750 Series Rato R 100 4-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 212 cm3 212 cm3 160 cm3 100 cm3 139 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.6 kW / 3600 rpm 3.6 kW / 3600 rpm 3.3 kW / 3600 rpm 1.8 kW / 3600 rpm 1.9 kW / 2800 rpm
Working width 850 mm 850 mm 800 mm 600 mm 370 mm
Number of blades 6 6 6 4 4
Optional set of accessories • × × × •
Transmission type Belt and chain Belt and chain Belt and chain Belt and chain Worm drive
Speeds (forward) 2 1 1 1 1
Speeds (back) 1 1 1 × ×
Weight approx. 61 kg 61 kg 62 kg 27 kg 33 kg
Art. no. 037893 037892 020266 033875 046728
EAN no. 8605032602288 8605032602271 8606012803015 8606012807976 8605032606132

Replacement tools (art. no.) 046870 / 046871 040144 / 040147 020310 / 020309 031894 048037 / 048038

Features:
Transport wheels
Adjustable handle

6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
4 standard blades, 2 discs

4 standard blades

Black Edition × × × × ×
For EU market • • × × •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

Description

Villager orange cultivators are perfect for household gardening, where it is necessary to soften the soil for 
sowing. It offers a perfect combination of manageability, small weight and usability. With a wider range of equ-
ipment and accessories, these cultivators take on different functions. They are driven by Briggs and Stratton 
and Villager VGR 250 H engines.

Metal wheels for VTB 852

Art. no. 041721
EAN no. 8025004008755

Plow for potato extraction for VTB 852

Art. no. 041724
EAN no. 86050326046903
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VTB 852 VTB 851 VTB 900 Eco VTB 600 VTB 370

Engine type Villager® VGR 250 H Villager® VGR 250 H B&S 750 Series Rato R 100 4-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 212 cm3 212 cm3 160 cm3 100 cm3 139 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.6 kW / 3600 rpm 3.6 kW / 3600 rpm 3.3 kW / 3600 rpm 1.8 kW / 3600 rpm 1.9 kW / 2800 rpm
Working width 850 mm 850 mm 800 mm 600 mm 370 mm
Number of blades 6 6 6 4 4
Optional set of accessories • × × × •
Transmission type Belt and chain Belt and chain Belt and chain Belt and chain Worm drive
Speeds (forward) 2 1 1 1 1
Speeds (back) 1 1 1 × ×
Weight approx. 61 kg 61 kg 62 kg 27 kg 33 kg
Art. no. 037893 037892 020266 033875 046728
EAN no. 8605032602288 8605032602271 8606012803015 8606012807976 8605032606132

Replacement tools (art. no.) 046870 / 046871 040144 / 040147 020310 / 020309 031894 048037 / 048038

Features:
Transport wheels
Adjustable handle

6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
6 standard blades, 2 discs

Adjustable handle
4 standard blades, 2 discs

4 standard blades

Black Edition × × × × ×
For EU market • • × × •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

Description

Villager orange cultivators are perfect for household gardening, where it is necessary to soften the soil for 
sowing. It offers a perfect combination of manageability, small weight and usability. With a wider range of equ-
ipment and accessories, these cultivators take on different functions. They are driven by Briggs and Stratton 
and Villager VGR 250 H engines.

Plow for potato extraction for VTB 852

Art. no. 041724
EAN no. 86050326046903

• TILLES •

Adjustable plow for VTB 852

Art. no. 041723
EAN no. 8605032604756

Plow for VTB 852

Art. no. 041722
EAN no. 8605032606897

Set of accessories for VTB 370

Art. no. 041722
EAN no. 8025004008755
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• TILLERS •

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 1400 W
Working width 400 mm
Working depth 200 mm
Number of blades 4
Blade rpm 350 rpm
Weight approx. 9 kg
Art. no. 046670
EAN no. 8605032605975

Replacement blades (art. no.) 047949
For EU market •

Engine type B&S 675 Series
Displacement 190 cm3 

Engine power / rpm 2.54 kW / 3200 rpm
Working width 430 mm
Transmission type Belt and chain
Speeds (forward) 1
Speeds (back) 1
Weight approx. 27 kg
Art. no. 023694
EAN no. 200017601380
 
Replacement wheels (art. no.) 027740 / 027741

Accessories
Tiller, Scythe mower,

Plow, Snow plow
For EU market •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Tiller for VMM 1918 R

Working width 500 mm
Number of blades 4
Transmission type Belt and chain
Blade rpm 275 rpm
Tillering speed (forward / back) 1.1 km/h / 1.1 km/h
Art. no. 023696
EAN no. 8025004008755

Scythe mower for VMM 1918 R

Working width 870 mm
Number of blades 2
Transmission type Belt and chain
Mowing speed 2.2 km/h
Art. no. 023695
EAN no. 8025004008748

Plow VMM 1918 R

Working depth 870 mm
Art. no. 033897
EAN no. 8606012808089

Snow plow VMM 1918 R

Working width 850 mm
Art. no. 023697
EAN no. 8025004007680

VMM 1918 R

VTB 1400 E

It is a multifunctional 
agricultural machine with 
several attachments (scyt-
he mower, tiller, plow and 
snow plow). 

VTB 1400E is a light 
electric cultivator 
convenient for working 
indoors.
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• HOW TO CHOOSE A PUMP? •

HOW TO CHOOSE A PUMP?

Villager has a range of 20 
pumps which differ in type and 
their intended use. They include: 
fuel-driven pumps for irriga-
tion, hydropack pumps, electric 
pumps for irrigation, electric vi-
bration pumps and submersible 
pumps. In order to choose the 
right one, you need to consider 
the following criteria.

ELECTRIC OR FUEL-DRIVEN

The first important criterion when pur-
chasing a pump is whether you want a 
fuel-driven or electric drive. If you need 
a pump for household water supply, and 
you have no access to the water supply 
network, you should opt for an electric 
hydropack pump. If you need an irrigati-
on pump, you can choose one of the fu-
el-driven or electric ones, depending on 
whether you have an access to the po-
wer supply and the water flow rate per 
hour you need.  For wastewater disposal 
we recommend one of the electric sub-
mersible pumps..

Therefore, the choice is yours.

DEPTH AND 
HEIGHT

It is very often that cu-
stomers make a poor 
choice due to misun-
derstanding the di-
fference between the 
depth of withdrawal  
and height of a water 
column. The water co-
lumn is the sum of the 
depth of withdrawal of 
a pump and the height 
to which the water is 
brought by the pump.

Make an informed 
decision.

FLOW RATE

Flow rate is a very important criterion, 
especially when it comes to agricultural 
production, since it determines the irri-
gation speed and thus determines the 
time and effort spent working. If you plan 
to irrigate a smaller surface while having 
access to power supply, you should con-
sider purchasing an electric irrigation 
pump. If you, however, have no access to 
the power supply, please opt for a fuel-dri-
ven pump of smaller flow-rate. If you, on 
the other hand, irrigate a large surfa-
ce and you need greater autonomy and 
mobility, then opt for one of the power-
ful four-stroke pumps of large capacity.

Chose according to intended use.
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• ENGINE-POWERED PUMPS •

HPWP 30 P

WP 36 P

WP 37 SE

WP 8 P

Max. water flow (m3/h)
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EASY  
IRRIGATION

For the summer of 2017, Villager has 
prepared a wide range of fuel-driven 
pumps for irrigation. Maybe one of them 
can win a battle with drought: we present 
you pumps with different flows (8000 to 
36000 litres per hour), pressures (2.1 to 
6.5 bar) and the maximum ejection height 
of 50 m.

HPWP 30 P WP 36 P WP 37 SE WP 8 P

Engine type Villager® VGR 250 H Villager® VGR 250 H 4-stroke, air cooled Rato R 100
Displacement 212 cm3 212 cm3 163 cm3 97.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.8 kW / 3600 rpm 3.8 kW / 3600 rpm 3.8 kW / 3600 rpm 1.15 kW / 3600 rpm
Torque / rpm 12 Nm / 2500 rpm 12 Nm / 2500 rpm 11 Nm / 2500 rpm 3 Nm / 2500 rpm
Suction diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 7 m 8 m 8 m 6 m
Max. water column height 50 m 28 m 30 m 20 m
Max. working pressure 6.5 bar 2.2 bar 2.8 bar 2 bar
Max. flow rate 30 m3/h 36 m3/h 30 m3/h 8 m3/h
Fuel tank capacity 3.6 l 3.6 l 5 l 2 l
Working time (75% of max. workload) 2 h 2.2 h 4 h 2 h
Weight approx. 29.6 kg 23.5 kg 28 kg 12.5 kg
Art. no. 041408 041407 046429 041406
EAN no. 8605032603575 8605032603582 8605032605449 8605032603568

Irrigation hose (art. no.) 011273 011272 011273 030155
Black Edition • • × •
For EU market • • × •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

HPWP 30P description: an extraordi-
nary fuel-driven pump with a high wa-
ter column, equipped with a power-
ful VGR 250H engine. It is convenient 
for irrigation of agricultural surfaces 
or higher altitude than the place from 
which the water is supplied.

WP 36 P description: an extraordinary 
fuel-driven pump with large flow rate, 
equipped by a powerful Villager VGR 
250 H engine. It is convenient for irri-
gation of large agricultural surfaces.

WP 37 SE description: an excellent fu-
el-driven pump with balanced perfor-
mances, convenient for long periods 
of work.

WP 8P description: A small fuel-driven 
pump, light and energy-saving, it is su-
itable for irrigation of smaller agricultu-
ral surfaces.
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• ENGINE-POWERED PUMPS •

HPWP 30 P WP 36 P WP 37 SE WP 8 P

Engine type Villager® VGR 250 H Villager® VGR 250 H 4-stroke, air cooled Rato R 100
Displacement 212 cm3 212 cm3 163 cm3 97.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.8 kW / 3600 rpm 3.8 kW / 3600 rpm 3.8 kW / 3600 rpm 1.15 kW / 3600 rpm
Torque / rpm 12 Nm / 2500 rpm 12 Nm / 2500 rpm 11 Nm / 2500 rpm 3 Nm / 2500 rpm
Suction diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 2" (50 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 7 m 8 m 8 m 6 m
Max. water column height 50 m 28 m 30 m 20 m
Max. working pressure 6.5 bar 2.2 bar 2.8 bar 2 bar
Max. flow rate 30 m3/h 36 m3/h 30 m3/h 8 m3/h
Fuel tank capacity 3.6 l 3.6 l 5 l 2 l
Working time (75% of max. workload) 2 h 2.2 h 4 h 2 h
Weight approx. 29.6 kg 23.5 kg 28 kg 12.5 kg
Art. no. 041408 041407 046429 041406
EAN no. 8605032603575 8605032603582 8605032605449 8605032603568

Irrigation hose (art. no.) 011273 011272 011273 030155
Black Edition • • × •
For EU market • • × •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

HPWP 30P description: an extraordi-
nary fuel-driven pump with a high wa-
ter column, equipped with a power-
ful VGR 250H engine. It is convenient 
for irrigation of agricultural surfaces 
or higher altitude than the place from 
which the water is supplied.

WP 36 P description: an extraordinary 
fuel-driven pump with large flow rate, 
equipped by a powerful Villager VGR 
250 H engine. It is convenient for irri-
gation of large agricultural surfaces.

WP 37 SE description: an excellent fu-
el-driven pump with balanced perfor-
mances, convenient for long periods 
of work.

WP 8P description: A small fuel-driven 
pump, light and energy-saving, it is su-
itable for irrigation of smaller agricultu-
ral surfaces.

Large volume reservoir enables
continuous irrigation in long time in-
tervals (up to 4 working hours for WP 
37 SE).

The pump impeller
is placed in the aluminium housing. It 
enables a large water flow rate and 
reaching a high water column.

Easy starting
by using a starter for easy starting 
you reduce the force needed to start 
a pump. 
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• GARDEN PUMPS •

JGP 1500 B

JGP 1300

JGP 1000

JGP 800

JGP 600

JGP 600 JGP 800 JGP 1000 JGP 1300 JGP 1500 B VGP 800 VGP 1300 VGP 1500 B

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 600 W 800 W 1000 W 1300 W 1500 W 800 W 1300 W 1500 W
Suction diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 8 m 8 m 8 m 9 m 9 m 8 m 9m 9 m
Max. water column height 35 m 38 m 44 m 47 m 48 m 40 m 47 m 48 m
Max. working pressure 3.5 bar 3.8 bar 4.4 bar 4.7 bar 4.8 bar 3 bar 4.7 bar 4.8 bar
Max. flow rate 3 m3/h 3.2 m3/h 3.5 m3/h 5.4 m3/h 6.3 m3/h 3.2 m3/h 5.4 m3/h 6.3 m3/h
Max. water temperature 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C
Housing Inox Inox Inox Cast iron Cast iron Inox Cast iron Cast iron
Weight approx. 7 kg 7.3 kg 7.6 kg 14 kg 15 kg 12 kg 20 kg 21 kg
Art. no. 033497 033498 030027 047117 047118 023468 047115 047116
EAN no. 8606012807907 8606012807914 8606012806269 8605032606842 8605032606859 8606012803589 8605032606842 8605032606859

For EU market • • • • • • • •

Description
Garden pumps JGR 600, 800 and 1000 are designed primarily for irrigation and transfer of water up 
to 3500 l/h. The housing is made of inox, and its design allows exposure to the bad weather conditi-
ons such as rain.

Description

Villager VGP hydropack pumps were designed for household use, for supplying small amounts of water 
by deriving it from a well or a cistern. They were designed for clean water. They are classic hydropack 
pumps, with a membrane container and a pull switch in loop control of the outlet pressure. Thanks 
to them, you will easily control the pressure in the entire system by making sure that the pressure is 
equal in all the floors of your household.
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• HYDROPACK PUMPS •

JGP 600 JGP 800 JGP 1000 JGP 1300 JGP 1500 B VGP 800 VGP 1300 VGP 1500 B

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 600 W 800 W 1000 W 1300 W 1500 W 800 W 1300 W 1500 W
Suction diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 8 m 8 m 8 m 9 m 9 m 8 m 9m 9 m
Max. water column height 35 m 38 m 44 m 47 m 48 m 40 m 47 m 48 m
Max. working pressure 3.5 bar 3.8 bar 4.4 bar 4.7 bar 4.8 bar 3 bar 4.7 bar 4.8 bar
Max. flow rate 3 m3/h 3.2 m3/h 3.5 m3/h 5.4 m3/h 6.3 m3/h 3.2 m3/h 5.4 m3/h 6.3 m3/h
Max. water temperature 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C
Housing Inox Inox Inox Cast iron Cast iron Inox Cast iron Cast iron
Weight approx. 7 kg 7.3 kg 7.6 kg 14 kg 15 kg 12 kg 20 kg 21 kg
Art. no. 033497 033498 030027 047117 047118 023468 047115 047116
EAN no. 8606012807907 8606012807914 8606012806269 8605032606842 8605032606859 8606012803589 8605032606842 8605032606859

For EU market • • • • • • • •

Description
Garden pumps JGR 600, 800 and 1000 are designed primarily for irrigation and transfer of water up 
to 3500 l/h. The housing is made of inox, and its design allows exposure to the bad weather conditi-
ons such as rain.

Description

Villager VGP hydropack pumps were designed for household use, for supplying small amounts of water 
by deriving it from a well or a cistern. They were designed for clean water. They are classic hydropack 
pumps, with a membrane container and a pull switch in loop control of the outlet pressure. Thanks 
to them, you will easily control the pressure in the entire system by making sure that the pressure is 
equal in all the floors of your household.

VGP 1500 B

VGP 1300

VGP 800
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• SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS •

VSP 6000 C VSP 7000 C VSP 8000 VSP 10000 VSP 13000 VSP 18000 I

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 250 W 400 W 400 W 550 W 750 W 1100 W
Suction diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 7 m 7 m 7 m 7 m 7 m 8 m
Max. water column height 8 m 8 m 5 m 7 m 8 m 8 m
Max. flow rate 6 m3/h 7 m3/h 8 m3/h 10 m3/h 13 m3/h 18 m3/h
Max. water temperature 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C
Housing Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic Inox
Model for dirty water × × • • • •
Weight approx. 4 kg 4.25 kg 4.5 kg 5.2 kg 5.6 kg 7.75 kg
Art. no. 033496 030026 033495 027946 027947 041340
EAN no. 8606012807891 8606012806238 8606012807884 8606012805385 8606012805392 8605032603513

For EU market • • • • • •

Description

Villager submersible pumps are convenient for hydro-melioration, for both clean or polluted water. 
Depending on the power, flow rates of these pumps are from 6 to 18m3/h. Clean water pumps can 
absorb dirt particles up to 5mm in diameter, while dirty water pumps can absorb particles up to 15mm 
in diameter.

VSP 18000 I

VSP 13000

VSP 10000

VSP 8000

VSP 7000 C

VSP 6000 C

Max. water flow (m3/h)
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SUBMERSIBLE 
PUMPS

Powerful and long-
lasting, Villager 
submersible pumps 
are suitable for hydro-
melioration.
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VSP 6000 C VSP 7000 C VSP 8000 VSP 10000 VSP 13000 VSP 18000 I

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 250 W 400 W 400 W 550 W 750 W 1100 W
Suction diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 7 m 7 m 7 m 7 m 7 m 8 m
Max. water column height 8 m 8 m 5 m 7 m 8 m 8 m
Max. flow rate 6 m3/h 7 m3/h 8 m3/h 10 m3/h 13 m3/h 18 m3/h
Max. water temperature 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C 35°C
Housing Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic Plastic Inox
Model for dirty water × × • • • •
Weight approx. 4 kg 4.25 kg 4.5 kg 5.2 kg 5.6 kg 7.75 kg
Art. no. 033496 030026 033495 027946 027947 041340
EAN no. 8606012807891 8606012806238 8606012807884 8606012805385 8606012805392 8605032603513

For EU market • • • • • •

Description

Villager submersible pumps are convenient for hydro-melioration, for both clean or polluted water. 
Depending on the power, flow rates of these pumps are from 6 to 18m3/h. Clean water pumps can 
absorb dirt particles up to 5mm in diameter, while dirty water pumps can absorb particles up to 15mm 
in diameter.

• SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS •

VVP 300

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 300 W
Suction diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm)
Max. suction depth 5 m
Max. water column height 55 m
Max. flow rate 1.4 m3/h
Max. water temperature 35°C
Housing Cast iron
Weight approx. 5.1 kg
Art. no. 030159
EAN no. 8606012806573

For EU market ×

Description

An electric vibration pump of 
very small dimensions, suita-
ble for pumping clean water 
out of a well.

VVP 300
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Max. water flow (m3/h)
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• ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR IRRIGATION •

Filter VF 1

Volume 1 l
Input diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm)
Output diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm)
Art. no. 030154
EAN no. 8606012806559

Inlet hose VSH 1

Length 7 m
Diameter (Ø) 1" (25 mm)
Art. no. 030155
EAN no. 8606012806566

Irrigation hose  2" 15 m

Length 15 m
Diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm)
Art. no. 011272
EAN no. 8606012801172

PVC irrigation hose 2" 100 m

Length 100 m
Diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm)
Art. no. 023717
EAN no. 8605032603452

PVC irrigation hose 3" 100 m

Length 100 m
Diameter (Ø) 3" (75 mm)
Art. no. 023718
EAN no. 8605032603445

Inlet hose 2" 3 m

Length 3 m
Diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm)
Art. no. 023720
EAN no. 8605032603414

Inlet hose 2" 5 m

Length 5 m
Diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm)
Art. no. 035822
EAN no. 8605032603438

Irrigation hose  2" 30 m

Length 30 m
Diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm)
Art. no. 011273
EAN no. 8606012801189

Irrigation hose  3" 30 m

Length 30 m
Diameter (Ø) 3" (75 mm)
Art. no. 011275
EAN no. 8605032603469

Aluminum connector 2"

Diameter (Ø) 2" (50 mm)
Art. no. 011532
EAN no. 8606012801196

Aluminum connector 3"

Diameter (Ø) 3" (75 mm)
Art. no. 011534
EAN no. 8605032603476

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT  
FOR IRRIGATION
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• EARTH AUGERS •

VPH 173 VPH 43 E VPH 43

Engine type 4-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 173 cm3 42.7 cm3 42.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 4.4 kW / 3650 rpm 1.1kW / 2350 rpm 1.25kW / 2900 rpm
Drill length 600 mm 600 mm 600 mm
Drill diameter (Ø) 4", 6", 8", 10", 12", 14" 4", 6", 8", 10" 4", 6", 8", 10"
Fuel tank capacity 1900 ml 1000 ml 1000 ml
Oil tank capacity 600 ml × ×
Weight approx. 14 kg 4.2 kg 4.2 kg
Art. no. 030195 027949 018512
EAN no. 8606012806610 8606012805408 8606012802551

Safety spring (art. no.) 020653 020653 020653

Features:
2 operators model

*Drills and springs are buying 
separately

Single operator model
*Drills and springs are buying 

separately

Single operator model
*Drills and springs are buying 

separately

Black Edition × × ×
For EU market × • ×

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 2T oil

Description

VPH 173 is equipped with a powerful 
four-stroke engine. It was designed for 
demanding tasks of drilling planting 
holes (diameter up to 350mm). Its use 
requires two operators.

VPH 43E and VPH 43: Use Villager 2T oil. Description: Models VPH 43E and VPH 
43 were designed to be used for soil drilling of smaller diameter (up to 250mm). 
It is usually used for installing poles in vineyards and orchards.

EARTH 
AUGERS

Villager earth augers are 
designed to be used in 
agriculture for  digging 
planting holes. Models 
VPH 43 and VPH 43 E are 
intended to be used with 
one operator, while VPH 
173 requires the presence 
of two operators.
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• EQUIPMENT FOR EARTH AUGERS •

Drill 14" Drill 12" Drill 10" Drill 8" Drill 6" Drill 4"

Diameter (Ø) 14" (35 cm) 12" (30 cm) 10" (25 cm) 8" (20 cm) 6" (15 cm) 4" (10 cm)
Length 600 mm 600 mm 600 mm 600 mm 600 mm 600 mm
Art. no. 030194 030193 021962 020243 020242 018513
EAN no. 8606012806634 8606012806627 8606012804265 8606012802605 8606012802599 8606012802582

Sšare tip (art. no.) 020647 020647 020647 020647 020647 020647
Spare blade (art. no.) × 037662 034447 020650 020649 020648
For EU market • • • • • •

For auger model VPH 173 VPH 173
VPH 173 / VPH 
43 E / VPH 43

VPH 173 / VPH 
43 E / VPH 43

VPH 173 / VPH 
43 E / VPH 43

VPH 173 / VPH 
43 E / VPH 43

Extension 18" Extension 12"

Length 450 mm 300 mm
Art. no. 046615 046614
EAN no. 8605032605869 8605032605852

For EU market • •

For auger model VPH 173 VPH 173
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• HOW TO CHOOSE A SPRAYER? •

In order to choose a sprayer 
according to your needs, 
you first need to answer the 
following three questions.

MANUAL, FUEL-DRIVEN  
OR BATTERY-POWERED?

Villager has a wide range of diffe-
rent models of manual, fuel-driven and 
battery-powered sprayers. According 
to the workload, speed of work and the 
place of use, you can choose a different 
type of sprayer.

FREQUENCY OF USE

If you need a sprayer for occasional use 
in smaller planted surfaces in the hou-
sehold and for various uses, you should 
opt for one of the manual sprayers of di-
fferent volumes. Fuel-driven sprayers 
enable longer work with higher efficien-
cy. Battery-powered sprayers bring real 
satisfaction in work regardless of the 
frequency of use, and large battery ca-
pacity enables long period of work.

INTENDED USE  

The basic purpose of sprayers is treating 
planted fruits, vegetables, vineyards, 
flowers, etc. For smaller surfaces, the 
best choice are manual sprayers. For lar-
ger workload, usually with planted fruits 
and vineyards, fuel-driven sprayers are 
used. Indoor surfaces, such as hothou-
ses and greenhouses require battery-po-
wered sprayers which do not release 
harmful exhaust fumes.

HOW TO CHOOSE A SPRAYER?
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• ENGINE-POWERED SPRAYERS •

VS 30 PS 20 PS 15 E DM 14 P DM 14 PE

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 25.6 cm3 22.6 cm3 25 cm3 42.7 cm3 51.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 0.65 kW / 7500 rpm 0.75 kW / 7500 rpm 0.7 kW / 6500 rpm 1.25 kW / 7000 rpm 1.5 kW / 6500 rpm
Tank capacity 30 l 20 l 15 l 14 l 14 l
Working pressure 10 - 40 bar 0 - 25 bar 0 - 25 bar × ×
Range from 9 to 12 m from 9 to 12 m from 9 to 12 m from 6 to 9 m from 6 to 9 m
Pump type High pressure pump High pressure pump High pressure pump Thrust pump Thrust pump
Fuel tank capacity 600 ml 700 ml 700 ml 1100 ml 1400 ml
Sprayer length 350 mm 500 mm 500 mm × ×
Weight approx. 21 kg 9.8 kg 9 kg 9.2 kg 11 kg
Art. no. 027967 030118 041233 030112 038107
EAN no. 8606012805583 8606012800038 8605032603537 8606104032866 8605032602448

Replacement extensions (art. no.) 038574 / 038573 038574 / 038573 038574 / 038573 × ×

Features:
Model on wheels

Extension length (540 + 600 + 714 mm)
Back-pack model

Extension length (540 + 600 + 714 mm)
Back-pack model

Extension length (540 + 600 + 714 mm)
Back-pack model

Mist duster
Back-pack model

Mist duster
Black Edition × × × × ×
For EU market × × • × •

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent). Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

Villager VS 30 is a sprayer of large capacity designed 
to be used in large outtoor surfaces. With a reservoir 
of 30 litres and an agile two-stroke engine of 0.65 
kW, it  is sure to deliver even in the most demanding 
of agrochemical tasks. VS 20 has its own cart with 
wheels to ensure easy maneuvering.

Villager PS 20 is a backpack sprayer of large capa-
city designed to be used on large surfaces. With a 
reservoir of 20 litres, agile two-stroke engine of 0.75 
kW, and a set of additional accessories (burner and 
accessories), it is sure to provide comfort and great 
autonomy in work.

Villager PS 15 E is a sprayer of medium capacity desi-
gned for use in mid-size surfaces. With a reservoir of 
15 litres, agile two-strike engine of 0.75 kW, and a set 
of additional accessories (burner and attachments), it 
will provide you comfort and autonomy in work. 

Villager DM 14 P and DM 14 PE are backpack atomisers of 14 litre volume. Suitable for use in orcharding. Equ-
ipped with a displacement  pump, they produce a vapour of microparticles which easily reach the most inac-
cessible parts of the plant thus making the protection very efficient. Ergonomically designed, they will provide 
you long periods of work without tiring.

TIMELINESS AND 
EFFICIENCY

Villagers sprayers and atomisers were 
conceived so as to provide easy and simple 
intervention, and to enable nutrition and 
protection from illnesses and vermin for 
your plants, by taking proper agrotechnical 
and agrochemical measures.
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VS 30 PS 20 PS 15 E DM 14 P DM 14 PE

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 25.6 cm3 22.6 cm3 25 cm3 42.7 cm3 51.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 0.65 kW / 7500 rpm 0.75 kW / 7500 rpm 0.7 kW / 6500 rpm 1.25 kW / 7000 rpm 1.5 kW / 6500 rpm
Tank capacity 30 l 20 l 15 l 14 l 14 l
Working pressure 10 - 40 bar 0 - 25 bar 0 - 25 bar × ×
Range from 9 to 12 m from 9 to 12 m from 9 to 12 m from 6 to 9 m from 6 to 9 m
Pump type High pressure pump High pressure pump High pressure pump Thrust pump Thrust pump
Fuel tank capacity 600 ml 700 ml 700 ml 1100 ml 1400 ml
Sprayer length 350 mm 500 mm 500 mm × ×
Weight approx. 21 kg 9.8 kg 9 kg 9.2 kg 11 kg
Art. no. 027967 030118 041233 030112 038107
EAN no. 8606012805583 8606012800038 8605032603537 8606104032866 8605032602448

Replacement extensions (art. no.) 038574 / 038573 038574 / 038573 038574 / 038573 × ×

Features:
Model on wheels

Extension length (540 + 600 + 714 mm)
Back-pack model

Extension length (540 + 600 + 714 mm)
Back-pack model

Extension length (540 + 600 + 714 mm)
Back-pack model

Mist duster
Back-pack model

Mist duster
Black Edition × × × × ×
For EU market × × • × •

Recommendation Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent). Use the mixture of fuel and Villager 2T oil in ratio 40:1 (2.5 per cent).

Description

Villager VS 30 is a sprayer of large capacity designed 
to be used in large outtoor surfaces. With a reservoir 
of 30 litres and an agile two-stroke engine of 0.65 
kW, it  is sure to deliver even in the most demanding 
of agrochemical tasks. VS 20 has its own cart with 
wheels to ensure easy maneuvering.

Villager PS 20 is a backpack sprayer of large capa-
city designed to be used on large surfaces. With a 
reservoir of 20 litres, agile two-stroke engine of 0.75 
kW, and a set of additional accessories (burner and 
accessories), it is sure to provide comfort and great 
autonomy in work.

Villager PS 15 E is a sprayer of medium capacity desi-
gned for use in mid-size surfaces. With a reservoir of 
15 litres, agile two-strike engine of 0.75 kW, and a set 
of additional accessories (burner and attachments), it 
will provide you comfort and autonomy in work. 

Villager DM 14 P and DM 14 PE are backpack atomisers of 14 litre volume. Suitable for use in orcharding. Equ-
ipped with a displacement  pump, they produce a vapour of microparticles which easily reach the most inac-
cessible parts of the plant thus making the protection very efficient. Ergonomically designed, they will provide 
you long periods of work without tiring.

• ENGINE-POWERED SPRAYERS •

Reservoirs of large volume 
ensure longer periods of work and 
make it more time-efficient.

Easy and intuitive commands:
located on the handlebar, they enable 
easy and delicate adjustment of the 
atomiser, with no breaks in work. 

Set of accessories for sprayers
consists of several parts for different 
purposes, thus making this sprayer 
more universal.
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• BATTERY-POWERED SPRAYERS •

Li-ion power
Powered by Li-ion battery

Li-ion power TM

Powered by Ni-Cd battery

Silent Work
Low noise level

BATTERY-
POWERED 
SPRAYERS

Villager battery-powered 
sprayers are very useful tools 
for both indoor and outdoor 
use. Light and comfortable, 
they are very efficient in taking 
agrotechnical and agrochemical 
measures.

VBS 16 Li VBS 16 VBWS 12 Li VBS 10 Li

Battery type Li-ion Ni-Cd Li-ion Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 12 V / 8 Ah 12 V / 10 Ah 7.2 V / 2.2 Ah 12 V / 2.6 Ah
Tank capacity 16 l 16 l 12 l 10 l
Working pressure 2.7 - 4 bar 2.7 - 4 bar 2.5 bar 2.7 - 4 bar
Range to 3 m to 3 m 3 m 5 m
Battery operating time to 300 min. to 210 min. 90 min. 210 min.
Battery charging time from 5 to 6 h 8 h 3 h 2.5 h
Weight approx. 5.9 kg 7.2 kg 3.65 kg 2.76 kg
Art. no. 041129 037920 047356 047357
EAN no. 8605032603162 8605032602080 8605032607009 8605032607016

Replacement extension (art. no.) 037903 037903 048142 048143
Replacement battery (art. no.) 042263 039144 × 048144

Features:

Back-pack model
Pressure regulator

Batery charge indicator
Tip with single and double nozzle

Back-pack model
Pressure regulator

Batery charge indicator
Tip with single and double nozzle

Model on wheels
Adjustable nozzle

Manual pump
Safety valve

Telescopic extension (52 - 115 cm)
Back-pack model
Adjustable nozzle

Black Edition × × × ×
For EU market • × • •

Description

Villager VBS 16 Li is a backpack sprayer of medium 
capacity designed for use in mid-size surfaces. With 
a 16-litre reservoir, Li-Ion battery, and a set of ad-
ditional accessories (additional injectors), it provides 
comfort while working. It is very quiet and it does not 
release exhaust fumes, convenient for indoor use, in 
surfaces such as hothouses, greenhouses, etc.

Villager VBS 16 is a sprayer of medium capacity 
designed for use in mid-size surfaces. With a 16-li-
tre reservoir, Ni-Cd battery and a set of additional 
accessories (additional injectors), it provides comfort 
while working. It is very quiet and it does not release 
exhaust fumes, suitable for indoor use, in surfaces 
such as hothouses, greenhouses, etc.

Villager VBWS 12 Li is a battery-powered sprayer of 
medium capacity designed for use in mid-size sur-
faces. With a 12-litre reservoir, Li-Ion battery and a 
set of additional accessories (additional injectors and 
a cart with wheels), it provides comfort while wor-
king. It starts working automatically when pressure 
drops to 1.2 bar and stops when it reaches 1.8 bar.

Villager VBS 10 Li is a backpack sprayer of smaller 
capacity designed for use in smaller surfaces. With 
a 10-litre reservoir, Li-Ion battery and a set of ad-
ditional accessories (additional injectors), it provides 
comfort while working. It is very quiet, it does not re-
lease exhaust fumes and it is suitable for indoor ope-
ration.
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• BATTERY-POWERED SPRAYERS •

VBS 16 Li VBS 16 VBWS 12 Li VBS 10 Li

Battery type Li-ion Ni-Cd Li-ion Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 12 V / 8 Ah 12 V / 10 Ah 7.2 V / 2.2 Ah 12 V / 2.6 Ah
Tank capacity 16 l 16 l 12 l 10 l
Working pressure 2.7 - 4 bar 2.7 - 4 bar 2.5 bar 2.7 - 4 bar
Range to 3 m to 3 m 3 m 5 m
Battery operating time to 300 min. to 210 min. 90 min. 210 min.
Battery charging time from 5 to 6 h 8 h 3 h 2.5 h
Weight approx. 5.9 kg 7.2 kg 3.65 kg 2.76 kg
Art. no. 041129 037920 047356 047357
EAN no. 8605032603162 8605032602080 8605032607009 8605032607016

Replacement extension (art. no.) 037903 037903 048142 048143
Replacement battery (art. no.) 042263 039144 × 048144

Features:

Back-pack model
Pressure regulator

Batery charge indicator
Tip with single and double nozzle

Back-pack model
Pressure regulator

Batery charge indicator
Tip with single and double nozzle

Model on wheels
Adjustable nozzle

Manual pump
Safety valve

Telescopic extension (52 - 115 cm)
Back-pack model
Adjustable nozzle

Black Edition × × × ×
For EU market • × • •

Description

Villager VBS 16 Li is a backpack sprayer of medium 
capacity designed for use in mid-size surfaces. With 
a 16-litre reservoir, Li-Ion battery, and a set of ad-
ditional accessories (additional injectors), it provides 
comfort while working. It is very quiet and it does not 
release exhaust fumes, convenient for indoor use, in 
surfaces such as hothouses, greenhouses, etc.

Villager VBS 16 is a sprayer of medium capacity 
designed for use in mid-size surfaces. With a 16-li-
tre reservoir, Ni-Cd battery and a set of additional 
accessories (additional injectors), it provides comfort 
while working. It is very quiet and it does not release 
exhaust fumes, suitable for indoor use, in surfaces 
such as hothouses, greenhouses, etc.

Villager VBWS 12 Li is a battery-powered sprayer of 
medium capacity designed for use in mid-size sur-
faces. With a 12-litre reservoir, Li-Ion battery and a 
set of additional accessories (additional injectors and 
a cart with wheels), it provides comfort while wor-
king. It starts working automatically when pressure 
drops to 1.2 bar and stops when it reaches 1.8 bar.

Villager VBS 10 Li is a backpack sprayer of smaller 
capacity designed for use in smaller surfaces. With 
a 10-litre reservoir, Li-Ion battery and a set of ad-
ditional accessories (additional injectors), it provides 
comfort while working. It is very quiet, it does not re-
lease exhaust fumes and it is suitable for indoor ope-
ration.

* Available from April * Available from April
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• MANUAL SPRAYERS AND SPREEDERS •

Monica 12 l Monica 5 l Maya 8 l

Tank capacity 12 l 5 l 8 l
Max. pressure 3 bar 3 bar 3 bar
Max. temperature 60°C 60°C 40°C
Weight approx. 3.4 kg 1.75 kg 1.75 kg
Art. no. 038488 038487 023464
EAN no. 8605032602783 8605032602776 8606012803817

Features:
Pressure regulator

Made in Italy
Areator

Made in Italy

Set of O-rings
Brass nozzle
Manometer

For EU market • • ×

Lela 16 l Lela 12 l Lela 10 l Lela 5 l

Tank capacity 16 l 12 l 10 l 5 l
Max. pressure 3 bar 3 bar 3 bar 3 bar
Max. temperature 40°C 40°C 40°C 40°C
Weight approx. 3.4 kg 3.2 kg 2.1 kg 1.75 kg
Art. no. 008443 008442 008441 008440
EAN no. 8606104032040 8606104032033 8606104032026 8606104032019

Features:
Set of O-rings
Cone nozzle
Spare nozzle

Set of O-rings
Cone nozzle
Spare nozzle

Brass nozzle Brass nozzle

For EU market × × × ×

VHS 10 VWS 80

Volume 10 l 29 l
Maks. coverage 500 m2 1500 m2

Maks. range 7 m 3.65 m
Weight approx. 2 kg 10.4 kg
Art. no. 020156 046884
EAN no. 8606012802988 8605032606330
Features: granulation from 0.5 to 6 mm
For EU market • •

Sprayers 0.5l; 1l; 1.5l

Volume
0.5 l
1 l

1.5 l

Art. no.
030807
030808
030809

EAN no.
8606012807242
8606012807259
8606012807266

For EU market •

SPRAYERS 
AND 
SPREEDERS

Durable and long-
lasting, Villager manual 
sprayers and seeders 
are the perfect choice 
for every florist and 
gardener.
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• FUEL-DRIVEN BLOWERS •

VBV 270 PE VBV 260 VB 5290 E

Engine type 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled 2-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 27.6 cm3 26 cm3 51.7 cm3

Engine power / rpm 0.8 kW / 3200 rpm 0.75 kW / 3200 rpm 1.5 kW / 3200 rpm
Functions Blover / vacuum Blover / vacuum Blower
Max. air flow 10.2 m3/min 7.8 m3/min 14.4 m3/min
Max. blowing speed 72 m/s 55 m/s 101 m/s
Collector size 50 l 50 l ×
Weight approx. 5 kg 5.4 kg 8.3 kg
Art. no. 040181 022003 037054
EAN no. 8605032603056 8606012803381 8605032601670

Replacement pipe (art. no.) 041199 036787 037803

Features:

Iron blades
Oval nozzle
Flat nozzle

Antivibration System

Iron blades
Oval nozzle
Flat nozzle

Back-pack model
Oval nozzle

Antivibration System

Black Edition • × ×
For EU market • × •

Recommendation Use Villager 2T oil

Description PE description: Villager VBV 270 PE is 
a reliable 3 in 1 machine designed for 
blowing, vacuuming and chopping. 
Thanks to its functionality, you will qu-
ickly clear out the leaves with an adju-
stable air flow.

Fuel-driven leaf blower Villager VBV 260 
will enable you to easily clear the gar-
den from the piled up leaves and light 
garbage. The perfect strength and we-
ight ratio which combines blowing large 
strength with easy handling. It is ideal 
for house owners.

Villager VB 5290E is a backpack fu-
el-driven leaf blower ideal for communal 
cleaning services: streets, lawns, parks, 
sports fields, etc. It is characterised by 
larger strength and lower noise level, 
which makes it convenient for use in ci-
ties and tourist locations, since it does 
not affect a good night's sleep.

FUEL-DRIVEN 
BLOWERS

Anti Vibration System TM

An advanced system of springs 
which absorb vibrations of the en-
gine, thus making the work more 
comfortable.
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• BATTERY-POWERED AND ELECTRIC BLOWERS •

VEBV 3000

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 3000 W
Functions Blover / vacuum
Max. air flow 16 m3/min
Max. blowing speed 83 m/s
Collector size 45 l
Weight approx. 4.8 kg
Art. no. 041453
EAN no. 8605032603056

Features:
Choping blades

Telescopic handlebar
Rake 

For EU market •

Description

Clear the leaves off the grass surfaces, paths, 
balcony easily and thoroughly with this leaf 
blower. A compact design and small weight 
will make the handling of this leaf blower ans 
vacuum cleaner particularly easy. Thanks to 
the integrated chopping function, the leaves 
are chopped into one tenth of the initial volume.

 VCB 18-15

Battery type Li-ion
Battery voltage / capacity 18V / 1.5 Ah
Battery operating time 10 do 15 min.
Battery charging time 1 h
Max. air flow 5 m3/min
Max. blowing speed 61 m/s
Weight approx. 2.8 kg
Art. no. 029367
EAN no. 8606012805736

Features:
Samsung® Li-ion battery

2 speeds

For EU market •

Description

Battery-powered blower Villager VCB 18-15 
enable you to quickly remove leaves from the 
garden, street and backyard. Easily handled, 
it has two blowing speeds. The battery ena-
bles you to work without breaks for 10-15 mi-
nutes, depending on the speed.

Two blowing speeds
Speed 1: 50 m/h
Speed 2: 61 m/h

Li-ion battery 18 V-1.5 Ah
A Battery with Samsung cells. 
Working time up to 15min.

The chopping set
The volume ratio of vacuumed and 
chopped leaves is 15:1.

Rake 
Located on the top of the vacuuming 
tube, it is easily pulled out to unstick 
the sticky and wet leaves.

BATTERY-POWERED AND 
ELECTRIC BLOWERS AND 
VACUUM CLEANERS
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• CRUSHING OR CHOPPING MACHINE? •

In order to choose the right 
machine, it is important to 
know what you can do with 
crushed and chopped biomass, 
respectively.

CRUSHED BIOMASS

Your green oasis represents an endle-
ss source of biomass, which can further 
be processed in different ways by using 
a Villager crushing machine. Crushing 
produces biomass of larger granulation, 
which can then be used for covering the 
soil or for making compost and humus. 
In this way you contribute preserving 
the environment, while returning the nu-
trients to the soil without using artificial 
fertilizers. Compost is a natural, organic 
fertilizer produced in the process of ae-
robic decomposition of organic matter. 
Compost can be used wherever ferti-
lizing and improving the soil is needed 
(fruits and vegetables production, horti-
culture, and other fields).

CHOPPED BIOMASS

Garden care and maintenance inevitably 
involve piling up small branches, dry le-
aves, big branches and other plant parts 
which bother you, and can be used as 
a source of energy. Villager chopper will 
help you red rid of the piled up biomass, 
since chopping reduces the biomass vo-
lume, which can later be used for produ-
cing briquettes. Briquettes are produced 
in the process of pressing dry chopped 
leaves without adding binding agents. 
Briquettes substitute fossil fuels or fi-
rewood, they are healthier and easier to 
use, and their exhaust fume rate is signi-
ficantly lower, which further reduces the 
greenhouse effect.

CRUSHING OR CHOPPING MACHINE?
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Biomass produced 
in the chopping 
process.

• CRUSHING AND CHOPING MACHINES •

VS 2400 S VC 2500

Engine type Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 2400 W 2500 W
Diameter (Ø) 40 mm 40 mm
Chisel system Cylinder-shaped blade Flying knife system
Collector size 40 l 40 l
Weight approx. 15 kg 13 kg
Art. no. 033877 041454
EAN no. 8606012807990 8605032603803

Features:
Wheels for easy maneuvering

Lightweight construction
Wheels for easy maneuvering

Lightweight construction

For EU market • • 

Description

VS 2400S is equipped with a system of toothed cylin-
ders which simultaneously chop and crush branches 
which makes the decomposition process in compo-
sting significantly faster.

VC 2500 is equipped with the system of cone-shaped 
blades which chop branches into tiniest bits. Thus 
produced biomass is convenient for making briqu-
ettes for heating.
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WHAT IS COMPOST 
AND WHAT IS IT USED 
FOR?

Compost is a plant-based 
matter in the decompositi-
on process, which is used 
as a natural fertilizer. 

Compost has a very wide 
range of uses in the proce-
sses of organic good produ-
ction.

• CRUSHING AND CHOPING MACHINES •

VPC 250 S

Engine type Villager® VGR 250 H
Displacement 212 cm3

Engine power / rpm 4.1 kW / 3600 rpm
Diameter (central chisel) 12 mm
Central chisel system Cylinder-shaped blade
Diameter (side chisel) 76 mm
Side chisel system Flying knife system
Weight approx. 84 kg
Art. no. 046524
EAN no. 8605032605456

Features i oprema:
Wheels for easy maneuvering

Robust construction
Ear muffs and safety goggles

For EU market • 

Description

VPC 250C is a machine made for field work. It is equ-
ipped with two cutting systems. The central chisel 
is convenient for producing finer biomass, used for 
making briquettes. The side chisel is convenient for 
branches of a larger diameter (up to 76mm). It simul-
taneously cuts and crushes, thus making a biomass 
convenient for composting.

Side chisel
for branches whose diameter is up to 
76mm. Convenient when producing 
biomass for compost.

Villager® VGR 250 H 
is a four-stroke single-cylinder of 4.1 
kW which easily drives both cutting 
tools.

How does a chopping machine work? 
Branches meet a plate-shaped blade with 2 
cutting edges. The chopping process is used 
in producing biomass of smaller granulation 
(convenient for producing briquettes).

How does a crushing machine work? 
Branches meet a cylinder-shaped 
blade with 8 cutting edges. The 
crushing process is used in producing 
biomass of larger granulation 
(conventing for producing compost).
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• PRESSURE WASHERS •

VHW 150 H

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 3000 W
Working pressure 130 bar
Max. pressure 150 bar
Max. water flow 600 l/h
Water heater type Dieser burner with by-pass valve
Heating power of burner 38 kW
Fuel tank capacity 14 l
Max. water temperature 90°C
Hose length 8 m
Weight approx. 54 kg
Art. no. 026803
EAN no. 8606012804692

Replacement hose (art. no.) 036136

Features:
Water heater

Big diameter wheels for easy maneuvering
Glycerine manometer

For EU market • 

Description

VHW 150 H takes a special place in the Villager was-
hing machines range. It is primarily famous for its 
performances, quality and design. It is a machine 
which is technically equipped with a diesel burner 
which can heat the water up to 90 degrees. Its possi-
bility of heating water makes it convenient for use in 
more demanding washing tasks such as greasy sur-
faces, and icy surfaces in the winter.

WHEN WASHING 
BECOMES 
PLEASURE

Equipment for VHW za 150 H

Villager VHW H is a pressure washer de-
signed for professional use. Some of the 
important features of this washer include:

• Brass pump with a by-pass valve

• AC induction motor

• Professional accessories set (gun, 
tube, hose and injector)

• Integrated dish for detergent

• Vertical burner for water heating

• Pressure regulator

• Glycerine manometer 
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• PRESSURE WASHERS •

VHW 130 VHW 2100 S VHW 2500 S

Engine type AC induction motor Electric motor Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 2500 W 2100 W 2500 W
Working pressure 130 bar 110 bar 120 bar
Max. pressure 195 bar 135 bar 160 bar
Max. water flow 420 l/h 450 l/h 510 l/h
Maks. water temperature 50°C 60°C 60°C
Hose length 5 m 8 m 10 m
Cabel length 5 m 5 m 5 m
Weight approx. 19 kg 8.9 kg 12.5 kg
Art. no. 023473 041409 041410
EAN no. 8606012803848 8605032603650 8605032603667

Replacement hose (art. no.) 026003 041982 041982

Features:
Rotary brush
Turbo nozzle

Fixed brush
Turbo nozzle

Detergent vessel

Fixed brush
Rotary brush
Turbo nozzle

Integrated detergent vessel
For EU market • • •

Description

These reliable cold-water pressure washers can be used for cleaning different types of dirt. Compact and versatile machines, 
excellent for cleaning paths, approach roads, backyards, balconies, washing cars, stairs and other surfaces. Remarkably flexi-
ble, assembled easily, with a lot of additional equipment, they are capable of cleaning the most persistent dirt. You can achie-
ve better cleaning performances with less water consumption.

Equipment for VHW 2500 SEquipment for VHW 2100 SEquipment for VHW 130
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• SNOW THROVERS •

LET IT  
SNOW
Villager snow throwers are always ready 
for winter. Removing snow from roads, 
pavements, paths, parking lots, backyards 
and parks can now be easy and stress-
free. Just enjoy the beauty of whiteness!

VEST 1800

Engine type Electric motor
Voltage 230 V ~ 50 Hz
Input power 1800 W
Working width 490 mm
Working depth 330 mm
Ejection range from 3 to 8 m
Engine rpm 2000 rpm
Weight approx. 16 kg
Art. no. 040302
EAN no. 8605032603070

For EU market •

Description

VEST 1800 is a very practical 
electric snow thrower of li-
ght frame, very quiet (97 dB), 
convenient for use in residen-
tial areas (pavements, pede-
strian paths and driveways).

VST 45 VST 70 VST 120 VST 130

Engine type 4-stroke, air cooled 4-stroke, air cooled 4-stroke, air cooled 4-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 163 cm3 212 cm3 375 cm3 375 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.3 kW / 3600 rpm 4.9 kW / 3600 rpm 8.8 kW / 3600 rpm 9.5 kW / 3600 rpm
Working width 535 mm 660 mm 870 mm 700 mm
Working depth 510 mm 510 mm 510 mm 550 mm
Ejection range from 5 to 11 m from 5 to 11 m from 5 to 15 m from 5 to 15 m
Wheels diameter 330 mm 356 mm 406 mm 381 mm
Speeds (forward) 4 5 6 6
Speeds (back) 1 2 2 2
Weight approx. 60 kg 70 kg 70 kg 120 kg
Art. no. 037894 040716 040717 032315
EAN no. 8606012803473 8605032603148 8605032603155 8606012807594

Features: Reversible starter
Electric starter
LED headlight

Heating handles

Electric starter
LED headlight

Heating handles

Electric starter
Headlight

Heating handles
For EU market • • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

Description

The smallest snow thrower in Villager's offer, it is very 
compact and extremely efficient in very low tempera-
tures. The 535 width will satisfy even the most de-
manding customers. Extremely mobile and easy to 
use, it will provide quick and efficient snow removal 
and transfer it to wherever you want.

Villager snow throwers are driven by powerful OHV engines which possess maximum performances necessary for work in difficult winter conditions. A special electro 
start system facilitates starting the engine at low temperatures significantly. The snow throwers were designed in such a way as to be easily used in all weather conditi-
ons. Wide tyres with deep treads are better at clinging to icy surfaces while achieving maximum towing. Villager snow throwers are always ready for winter challenges, 
they are equipped with LED night light for night work, handle heating which enables comfortable work in the cold, readily available commands for increased safety, mul-
ti-level transmission with two backward speeds for easier moving and handling, designed for the most demanding customers who make no compromise.
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• SNOW THROVERS •

VST 45 VST 70 VST 120 VST 130

Engine type 4-stroke, air cooled 4-stroke, air cooled 4-stroke, air cooled 4-stroke, air cooled
Displacement 163 cm3 212 cm3 375 cm3 375 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.3 kW / 3600 rpm 4.9 kW / 3600 rpm 8.8 kW / 3600 rpm 9.5 kW / 3600 rpm
Working width 535 mm 660 mm 870 mm 700 mm
Working depth 510 mm 510 mm 510 mm 550 mm
Ejection range from 5 to 11 m from 5 to 11 m from 5 to 15 m from 5 to 15 m
Wheels diameter 330 mm 356 mm 406 mm 381 mm
Speeds (forward) 4 5 6 6
Speeds (back) 1 2 2 2
Weight approx. 60 kg 70 kg 70 kg 120 kg
Art. no. 037894 040716 040717 032315
EAN no. 8606012803473 8605032603148 8605032603155 8606012807594

Features: Reversible starter
Electric starter
LED headlight

Heating handles

Electric starter
LED headlight

Heating handles

Electric starter
Headlight

Heating handles
For EU market • • • •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil Use Villager 4T oil

Description

The smallest snow thrower in Villager's offer, it is very 
compact and extremely efficient in very low tempera-
tures. The 535 width will satisfy even the most de-
manding customers. Extremely mobile and easy to 
use, it will provide quick and efficient snow removal 
and transfer it to wherever you want.

Villager snow throwers are driven by powerful OHV engines which possess maximum performances necessary for work in difficult winter conditions. A special electro 
start system facilitates starting the engine at low temperatures significantly. The snow throwers were designed in such a way as to be easily used in all weather conditi-
ons. Wide tyres with deep treads are better at clinging to icy surfaces while achieving maximum towing. Villager snow throwers are always ready for winter challenges, 
they are equipped with LED night light for night work, handle heating which enables comfortable work in the cold, readily available commands for increased safety, mul-
ti-level transmission with two backward speeds for easier moving and handling, designed for the most demanding customers who make no compromise.

Snow thrower blades
The blades are arranged in such a 
manner so as to take maximum amo-
unt of snow, and the spiral design 
helps faster breaking and distribution 
of snow into the central drain. 

Electro Start
facilitates engine starting in cold win-
ter conditions. Connect the machine to 
power supply and start it with a button.

Snow deflector
choose the direction and angle at which  
you want the snow to be thrown by sim-
ply adjusting the deflector. Snow can 
be thrown to a distance of up to 15m.
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• MULTIFUNCTIONAL SWEEPER •

VSS 60

Engine type Villager® VGR 250 H
Displacement 212 cm3

Engine power / rpm 3.6 kW / 3600 rpm
Width 600 mm
Wheels diameter 330 mm
Speeds (forward) 5
Speeds (back) 2
Transmission type Friction discs
Snow thrower width 600 mm
Sweeper brush diameter 12"
Weight approx. 28 kg
Art. no. 046441
EAN no. 8605032605494

Accessories

Sweeper
Snow thrower

Snow plow
Rlow collector

Black Edition ×
For EU market •

Recommendation Use Villager 4T oil

Description

VSS 60 description: VSS 60 is a multifunctional 
machine designed to be used in winter conditi-
ons. It is equipped with a VGR 250 H powerful 
single-cylinder engine. When combined with all of 
its attachments, VSS 60 will easily win the battle 
with high snow and satisfy even the most deman-
ding of customers with its remarkable usability.

Snow thrower for VSS 60

Working width 560 mm
Working depth 400 mm
Ejection range to 11 m
Weight approx. 19.7 kg
Art. no. 046442
EAN no. 8605032605463

Snow plow for VSS 60

Working width 600 mm
Weight approx. 6.6 kg
Art. no. 046443
EAN no. 8605032605470

Plow collector for VSS 60

Working width 600 mm
Weight approx. 7 kg
Art. no. 046444
EAN no. 8605032605487
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• AXES •

Forestry  
hack

Carpentry
axe

Universal 
axe 1.5 kg

Universal 
axe 2 kg

Log splitter 
 2 kg

Log splitter 
 3 kg

Art. no. 022050 022042 022048 022049 022041 022047
EAN no. 3830007830761 3830007830594 3830007830563 3830007830570 3830007830578 3830007830570

AXES  
AND LOG 
SPLITTERS
Whether they are used for splitting 
logs or thin branches, these axes are 
an absolute must-have for the winter! 
You have found the best!
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• CUTTING TOOLS •

PS 101 PS 102 PS 103 PS 104 PS 105 PS 106 PS 107 PS 123 LS 126 LS 124 LS 109

Art. no. 011296 020175 023238 008022 023239 008024 008023 037901 046919 037902 008013
EAN no. 8606104853546 8606012802568 8606012803350 8606104032071 8606012803343 8606104032088 8606104032064 8605032601687 8605032606262 8605032601922 8606104032118

Description

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 55

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 5 mm

Length: 175 mm
Blade steel 50

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 12 mm

Length: 225 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 55

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 12 mm

Length: 225 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 50

Vineyard shears
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 55

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 12 mm

Length: 210 mm
Blade steel 55

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 45 mm

Length: 550 / 770 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 42 mm

Length: 670 / 920 mm
Blade steel 55

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm

Length: 670 / 920 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

LS 112 LS 111 LS 108 LS 114 TP 118  HS 116 HS 115 GS 119 GS 120 GS 125 GK 122

Art. no. 005724 008015 008016 011276 008017   029682 023313 011282 011281 046920 011299
EAN no. 8606104032125 8606104032132 8606104032101 8606104853492 8606104032163 8606012806061 8606012803367 8606104853508 8606104853515 8605032606279 8606104853539

Description

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm
Length: 690 / 950 mm

Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm

Length: 750 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm

Length: 740 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 25 mm

Length: 720 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm
Length: 1520 / 2600 mm

Blade steel 50

Hedge shear
Length / Cutting diame-

ter: 256 / 5 mm
Length: 675 / 875 mm

Hedge shear
Length / Cutting diame-

ter: 256 / 5 mm
Length: 650 mm

Garden saw
Length: 350 mm

Garden saw
Length: 165 mm

Grass shear
Length cutting: 300 mm

Blade steel 50

Crafting knife

Spare blade  
opening 10 × 10 

Spare blade  
opening 8 × 8 

Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Lower blade Lower blade Lower blade

Art. no. 018189 041738 018191 018192 018195 018196 018193 047653 030426 030482 030478 041739 037058

Part for
LS 108
LS 109

LS 108
LS 109
LS 110

LS 110 LS 113 L 030808 LS 114 LS 111
LS 112

LS 126 PS 102 TP 118 LS 108
LS 109
LS 110

LS 108
LS 109
LS 110

 L 130408

Orchard pruning is a regular auxiliary technical 
measure. The main aim of orchard pruning is getting 
high quality fruit growth, or getting the correct ration 
between the vegetative and reproductive buds, so as 
to make a balance between growth and reproduction. 
The trees are pruned in autumn (after vegetation has 
ended), winter and until the spring comes, while the 
tree is in dormancy period.
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PS 101 PS 102 PS 103 PS 104 PS 105 PS 106 PS 107 PS 123 LS 126 LS 124 LS 109

Art. no. 011296 020175 023238 008022 023239 008024 008023 037901 046919 037902 008013
EAN no. 8606104853546 8606012802568 8606012803350 8606104032071 8606012803343 8606104032088 8606104032064 8605032601687 8605032606262 8605032601922 8606104032118

Description

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 55

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 5 mm

Length: 175 mm
Blade steel 50

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 12 mm

Length: 225 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 55

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 12 mm

Length: 225 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 50

Vineyard shears
Cutting diameter: 8 mm

Length: 200 mm
Blade steel 55

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 12 mm

Length: 210 mm
Blade steel 55

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 45 mm

Length: 550 / 770 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 42 mm

Length: 670 / 920 mm
Blade steel 55

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm

Length: 670 / 920 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

LS 112 LS 111 LS 108 LS 114 TP 118  HS 116 HS 115 GS 119 GS 120 GS 125 GK 122

Art. no. 005724 008015 008016 011276 008017   029682 023313 011282 011281 046920 011299
EAN no. 8606104032125 8606104032132 8606104032101 8606104853492 8606104032163 8606012806061 8606012803367 8606104853508 8606104853515 8605032606279 8606104853539

Description

Lopping shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm
Length: 690 / 950 mm

Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm

Length: 750 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm

Length: 740 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 25 mm

Length: 720 mm
Blade steel 65 Mn

Pruning shear
Cutting diameter: 30 mm
Length: 1520 / 2600 mm

Blade steel 50

Hedge shear
Length / Cutting diame-

ter: 256 / 5 mm
Length: 675 / 875 mm

Hedge shear
Length / Cutting diame-

ter: 256 / 5 mm
Length: 650 mm

Garden saw
Length: 350 mm

Garden saw
Length: 165 mm

Grass shear
Length cutting: 300 mm

Blade steel 50

Crafting knife

Spare blade  
opening 10 × 10 

Spare blade  
opening 8 × 8 

Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Spare blade Lower blade Lower blade Lower blade

Art. no. 018189 041738 018191 018192 018195 018196 018193 047653 030426 030482 030478 041739 037058

Part for
LS 108
LS 109

LS 108
LS 109
LS 110

LS 110 LS 113 L 030808 LS 114 LS 111
LS 112

LS 126 PS 102 TP 118 LS 108
LS 109
LS 110

LS 108
LS 109
LS 110

 L 130408

• CUTTING TOOLS •
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• PROTECTIVE GEAR •

VSG 1 VSG 2 VSG 3 VSG 4 VSG 5 VSG 6

Color Yelow Transparent Transparent Yelow Transparent Transparent
Side protection × × • • × ×
UV protection • • • • • •
Use • •

- low level of illumination • - high level of brightness • - high contrast level

Art. no. 034006 034007 034008 034009 034010 034011
EAN no. 8606012808140 8606012808157 8606012808164 8606012808171 8606012808188 8606012808195
For EU market • • • • × ×

VSG 7 VSG 8 VSG 9 VSG 10 VSG 11 VSG 12

Color Brown Black Transparent Yelow Black Transparent
Side protection • • • • • ×
UV protection • • • • • •
Use • • • •

- low level of illumination • - high level of brightness • - high contrast level

Art. no. 034012 041411 041412 041413 041414 046921
EAN no. 8606012808201 8605032603599 8605032603605 8605032603612 8605032603629 8605032606729
For EU market × × × × × •

VEM 14 VEM 15

Protection level 28 dB 28 dB
Suiting • •
Art. no. 034013 038142
EAN no. 8606012808218 8605032602431
For EU market • ×

VFH 14

Face shield •
Earmuffs •
Art. no. 034020
EAN no. 8606012808287
For EU market •

Enjoy every day working with Villager 
protective gear. With the wide range of tools 
and oils to satisfy all of your demands, we 
can also offer you protective gear according 
to your individual needs.
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• PROTECTIVE GEAR •

VKP 14

Gel insoles •
Art. no. 034014
EAN no. 8606012808225
For EU market ×

VFS 141 VFS 142 VFS 15

Splinter protection • • •
Dust protection × × •
Suiting • • •
Art. no. 034018 034019 038146
EAN no. 8606012808263 8606012808270 8605032602424
For EU market • • ×

VWG 15

Size 9 10 11 12
Fabric Synthetic leather and spandex

Grip portion fabric
Silicone printed,  

non-slip and wearproof material.
Reinforced material on the fingers.

Art. no. 038143 038144 038145 039200
EAN no. 8605032602400
For EU market • • • •

Use
Ideal for use in devices which require high de-

gree of sense in handling

VPG 14

Size 9 10 11 12
Grip portion fabric Neat's leather
Protection On left hand
Protection class from 0 to 20 m/s

Reinforced palm
Art. no. 034017 035404 035405 035406
EAN no. 8606012808256
For EU market • • • •

Use Protective gloves, ideal for use in forestry work.

VPG 15

Size 9 10 11 12
Grip portion fabric Neat's leather
Protection On left hand
Protection class from 0 to 20 m/s

Reinforced palm
Art. no. 038137 038138 038139 038140
EAN no. 8606012808256
For EU market • • • •

Use Protective gloves, ideal for use in forestry work.

VWG 17

Size 9 10 11 12
Fabric Synthetic leather and spandex

Grip portion fabric
Silicone printed,  

non-slip and wearproof material.
Reinforced material on the fingers.

Art. no. 046923 047715 047716 047717
EAN no. 8605032606743
For EU market • • • •

Use
Ideal for use in devices which require high de-

gree of sense in handling
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• PROTECTIVE GEAR •

VBT 17

Size Universal
Fabric 100% poliester + PVC
Art. no. 046922
EAN no. 8605032606736
For EU market •

Use
Protective cover designed 

for work with brush 
cutters

VFJ 14

Size L XL XXL

Fabric 
100% polyester,
water resistant

Art. no. 034015 035182 035183
EAN no. 8606012808232
For EU market • • •

Use A jacket designed for work 
in forestry

VFJ 15

Size L XL XXL

Fabric 
100% polyester,
water resistant

Art. no. 038149 038150 038151
EAN no. 8605032602387
For EU market • • •

Use A jacket designed for work 
in forestry

VWJ 16

Size L XL XXL

Fabric 
100% polyester,
water resistant

Art. no. 041419 041831 041832
EAN no. 8605032603643
For EU market • • •

Use A jacket designed for work 
with brush cutters

VPT 14

Size L XL XXL

Fabric 
100% polyester, 9 layers, 

tear-resistant
Protective class class 1 (20 m/s) 
Art. no. 034016 035184 035185
EAN no. 8606012808249
For EU market • • •

Use Protective trousers de-
signed for work in forestry

VPT 15

Size L XL XXL

Fabric 
100% polyester, 9 layers, 

tear-resistant
Protective class class 1 (20 m/s) 
Art. no. 038154 038153 038152
EAN no. 8605032602394
For EU market • • •

Use Protective trousers de-
signed for work in forestry

VWT 16

Size L XL XXL

Fabric 
100% polyester,
water resistant

Art. no. 041422 041829 041830
EAN no. 8605032603636
For EU market • • •

Use
Protective trousers de-

signed for work with brush 
cutters
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Forestry boot

Size 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
Protective class class 3 (28 m/s) 
Art. no. 042132 042133 042134 042135 042136 042137 042138 042139 042140
EAN no. 8605032604893 8605032604909 8605032604916 8605032604923 8605032604930 8605032604947 8605032604954 8605032604961 8605032604978

For EU market • • • • • • • • •

Use Forestry boots are used as personal safety gear for cutting trees and in wood industry. Additional elements on the boots provide protection 
against injuries caused by  impact, crushing, stabbing, as well injuries caused by saw chain cuts.

• PROTECTIVE GEAR •

VSS 171 AB

Size 41 42 43 44 45 46
Model Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe
Color Black Black Black Black Black Black
Art. no. 046925 047719 047837 047838 047839 047840
EAN no. 8605032606965 8605032607313 8605032607320 8605032607337 8605032607344 8605032607351
For EU market • • • • • •

VSS 172 AB

Size 41 42 43 44 45 46
Model Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe Deep shoe
Color Brown Brown Brown Brown Brown Brown
Art. no. 046926 046927 047841 047842 047843 047844
EAN no. 8605032607368 8605032606972 8605032607375 8605032607382 8605032607399 8605032607405
For EU market • • • • • •

- Ergonomically designed metal toe protection 
- Impenetrable midsole 
- Double PU sole, oil and slip resistant 
- Antistatic protection  

- Ergonomically designed metal toe protection 
- Impenetrable midsole 
- Double PU sole, oil and slip resistant 
- Antistatic protection

CLASS 3
28 m/s
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• CONSUMABLES •

Nylon head VH 14 PRO VH 14 Cyclotron 2012 VH 12 BC 15 BC 14 BC 152 BC 172 BC 172 ALU BC 173 ALU BC 171 BC 174 BC 175

Nylon system
Never split 

system
Never split 

system
Never split 

system
Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Easy load Manual Manual

Round nylon 
diameter

from 2.4 to 3.0 mm 2.4 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm 2.4 mm 2.4 mm 2.4 mm 2.4 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 do 2.7 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm

Square nylon 
diameter

from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.0 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.0 mm 2.0 mm 2.0 mm 2.0 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.4 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.4 mm

Nylon length 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m
Thread M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 (M12) × 1.25 (1.5) M10 (M8) × 1.25
Art. no. 034023 034024 034025 028041 031555 026480 038148 046929 046928 046930 046931 046932 046933
EAN no. 8606012808300 8606012808317 8606012808324 8606012800588 8605032602486 8607000042201 8605032602509 8605032606651 8605032606668 8605032606675 8605032606682 8605032606705 8605032606712
For EU market • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For model (cm3) from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³

Blades VB 3T VB 3T VB 8T

Tooth no. 3 3 8
Material Steel Steel Steel
Thickness 1.4 mm 2.5 mm 1.4 mm
Central diameter 25.4 mm 25.4 mm 25.4 mm
Art. no. 010857 017131 046934
EAN no. 8606012808409 8606012808416 8605032606699
For EU market • • •
For model (cm3) from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³
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Nylon head VH 14 PRO VH 14 Cyclotron 2012 VH 12 BC 15 BC 14 BC 152 BC 172 BC 172 ALU BC 173 ALU BC 171 BC 174 BC 175

Nylon system
Never split 

system
Never split 

system
Never split 

system
Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Easy load Manual Manual

Round nylon 
diameter

from 2.4 to 3.0 mm 2.4 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm 2.4 mm 2.4 mm 2.4 mm 2.4 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 do 2.7 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 to 3.0 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm

Square nylon 
diameter

from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.0 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.0 mm 2.0 mm 2.0 mm 2.0 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.4 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm from 2.4 to 2.7 mm 2.4 mm

Nylon length 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m 4.5 m
Thread M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 × 1.25 M10 (M12) × 1.25 (1.5) M10 (M8) × 1.25
Art. no. 034023 034024 034025 028041 031555 026480 038148 046929 046928 046930 046931 046932 046933
EAN no. 8606012808300 8606012808317 8606012808324 8606012800588 8605032602486 8607000042201 8605032602509 8605032606651 8605032606668 8605032606675 8605032606682 8605032606705 8605032606712
For EU market • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For model (cm3) from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³ from 16 to 35 cm³

• CONSUMABLES •

Circular saws VCS 24 VCS 80

Tooth no. 24 80
Material Steel Steel
Size 255 × 1.8 mm 255 × 1.4 mm
Central diameter 25.4 mm 25.4 mm
Art. no. 035145 030956
EAN no. 8606012808942 8606012807464
For EU market × ×
For model (cm3) from 16 to 35 cm³ from 20 to 55 cm³

Saw guard BC 13

Art. no. 030955
EAN no. 8606012808386
For EU market ×
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• CONSUMABLES •

Nylon line Pacage Type Thickness Length Art. no. EAN no.

Coil 15 m Round 1.3 mm 15m 034042 8606012808423
Coil 15 m Round 2.0 mm 15m 034043 8606012808430
Coil 15 m Round 2.4 mm 15m 034044 8606012808447
Coil 15 m Round 2.7 mm 15m 034045 8606012808454
Coil 15 m Round 3.0 mm 15m 034046 8606012808461

Blister 1 LB Round 2.4 mm 86 m 038155 8605032602516
Blister 1 LB Round 2.7 mm 68 m 038156 8605032602523
Blister 1 LB Round 3.0 mm 55 m 038157 8605032602530
Sheave 5 LB Round 2.4 mm 430 m 048161 8606012808478
Sheave 5 LB Round 2.7 mm 340 m 048162 8606012808485
Sheave 5 LB Round 3.0 mm 276 m 048163 8606012808492

Sheave 20 LB Round 2.4 mm 1720 m 048164 8606012808508
Sheave 20 LB Round 2.7 mm 1360 m 048165 8606012808515
Sheave 20 LB Round 3.0 mm 1104 m 048166 8606012808522

Coil 15 m Square 2.4 mm 15 m 034053 8606012808539
Coil 15 m Square 2.7 mm 15 m 034054 8606012808546
Coil 15 m Square 3.0 mm 15 m 034055 8606012808553

Blister 1 LB Square 2.4 mm 78 m 048167 8606012808560
Blister 1 LB Square 2.7 mm 62 m 048168 8606012808577
Blister 1 LB Square 3.0 mm 52 m 034058 8606012808584
Sheave 5 LB Square 2.4 mm 390 m 048169 8606012808591
Sheave 5 LB Square 2.7 mm 310 m 048170 8606012808607
Sheave 5 LB Square 3.0 mm 261 m 034061 8606012808614

Sheave 20 LB Square 2.4 mm 1560 m 048171 8606012808621
Sheave 20 LB Square 2.7 mm 1240 m 048172 8606012808638
Sheave 20 LB Square 3.0 mm 1007 m 048173 8606012808645

Blister 15 m Vortex 2.4 mm 15 m 038182 8605032602547
Blister 15 m Vortex 2.7 mm 15 m 038183 8605032602554
Blister 15 m Vortex 3.0 mm 15 m 038184 8605032602561
Blister 15 m Vortex 4.0 mm 12 m 038185 8605032602578
Blister 1 LB Vortex 2.4 mm 70 m 038186 8605032602585
Blister 1 LB Vortex 2.7 mm 56 m 038187 8605032602592
Blister 1 LB Vortex 3.0 mm 44 m 038188 8605032602608
Blister 1 LB Vortex 4.0 mm 26 m 038189 8605032602615
Sheave 5 LB Vortex 2.4 mm 347 m 038190 8605032602622
Sheave 5 LB Vortex 2.7 mm 280 m 038191 8605032602639
Sheave 5 LB Vortex 3.0 mm 220 m 038192 8605032602646
Sheave 5 LB Vortex 4.0 mm 128 m 038193 8605032602653
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• CONSUMABLES •

Villager oils for two-stroke engines

Volume 100 ml 1 l 1 l with doser 60 l 200 l
Art. no. 034026 034027 035298 034029 034028
EAN no. 8606012808331 8606012808348 8606012809161 8606012808355 8606012808362
For EU market • • • • •

Description

Semi-synthetic multipurpose oil for two-stroke engines with reduced smoke emission and an integrated fuel stabiliser. This high quality engine 
oil contains compounds for cleaning and against corrosion, and can be used, individually, or combined with other oils, for lubricating air or 
water-cooling two-stroke engines of all types. Emulsifiers ensure mixing of fuel and oil. The advantages of using Villager oils: it maintains the 
fuel (mixture) fresh for a longer period of time, it solves the problems related to winter storage of two-stroke machines, it enables quick and 
easy engine starting, it protects against corrosion, and it keeps the fuel system clean. It is suitable for chainsaws, motor scythes, scooters, etc.

Villager oil for chain lubrication

Volume 1 l 5 l
Art. no. 034031 035297
EAN no. 8606012808386 8606012809154
For EU market • •

Description High-quality mineral oil for chain lubrication, with an 
additive  for longer retention.

Villager oil for four-stroke engines

Volume 600 ml
Art. no. 034030
EAN no. 8606012808379
For EU market •

Description Universal oil for four-
stoke engines.

AN  
EXCELLENT  
CHOICE
Villager oils are produced 
according to top standards. High 
quality raw material and rigorous 
quality control guarantee the best 
quality of Villager oils.
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• PRODUCTS • DISTRIBUTION •

All Villager products 

Villager products are de-
signed, tested and chosen 
so as to meet European EC 
directives and standards.

Our products are cha-
racterised by high quality, 
modern design, reliability, 
innovation, safety and affor-
dability. 

Villager product range 
involves carefully chosen 
household and garden to-
ols, tested in real conditi-
ons, which satisfy the hig-
hest reliability standards. 
We also offer adequate ad-
ditional equipment for their 
safe use. 

A complete experien-
ce of the Villager brand in-
volves post-purchase servi-
ces: spare parts, technical 
support and servicing. 

Where can I purchase 
them?

The product from the 
Black edition range are sold 
exclusively through our de-
aler network. The trust in 
our dealer network is gua-
ranteed by the mutual par-
tnership, commitment to top 
service and care given to 
each customer. 

Dealers of Villager Black 
edition products are educa-
ted and professional traders 
who will fully understand 
your demands and needs   
when it comes to a certain 
product and then find the 
most suitable solution for 
you. In such a way, we have 
ensured, among other thin-
gs, additional quality control 
for our products, high visi-
bility of our products and a 
guarantee of getting expert 
and professional service. 

The list of dealers by ci-
ties can be found at:

http://www.villager-tools.
com/page/where-to-buy
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• SPARE PARTS • SERVICE NETWORK • DEMO COMBI •

Copyright © 2017 Villager doo. Kajuhova 32 P, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija, we 
reserve the rights to change, possible typos when providing technical details 
and description of the products shown here. The pictures in the catalogue may 
be different from the real appearance of the product.

Spare parts 

Our original spare parts 
are developed simultaneous-
ly with Villager machines, 
which means that they meet 
the same criteria and that 
they are tested in the same 
way as the parts used in pro-
duction. In this way, tolerance 
and marginal performance of 
characteristics  which should 
be met are ensured, as well 
as the compatibility of the 
machine and spare parts. 

Spare parts are also 
available after the production 
of a machine has been dis-
continued, so you can easi-
ly use the machine for many 
more years. 

The efficient global net-
work with strong logistics 
system ensures a quick and 
safe delivery in the region, 
within 24 hours of receiv-
ing the order. Service parts 
may be a part of the Service 
Contract or can be ordered 
directly from our service de-
partment. 

You can find the link to 
downloading the consuma-
bles and spare parts cata-
logue here:

http://www.villager-tools.
com/page/spare-parts

Service network 

The quality of a product 
is determined according to a 
set of very different param-
eters. One of them is a pos-
sibility of servicing products 
within and out of warranty 
period, as well as the possi-
bility of original spare parts 
procurement. 

Authorised service pro-
viders have great experience 
and knowledge necessary 
to efficiently solve a wide 
range of problems. Villager 
service network is constant-
ly expanding and improving, 
with the aim of satisfying our 
customers. Villager service 
providers perform repairs of 
your machines and procure-
ment of spare parts, so you 
have everything in one place. 

For the complete list of 
service centres, check out 
the Service network list or 
find the nearest service in 
three simple steps with the 
application below. 

You can find the list of 
service providers by city here:

t tp://www.villager-tools.
com/page/services

Demo Combi 

In order to be at servi-
ce of our customers at all 
times, we attend all the fa-
irs in our industry. Our demo 
van is a unique promotio-
nal vehicle which travels 
through the region, and we 
are also to be found throu-
gh mass media, as well as 
in digital media and social 
networks.

http://www.villager-tools.
com/news
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